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DIVERTQR EXPERIMENT FOR IMPURITY CONTROL IN DIVA 

Masayukl NAGAMI 

Division of Thermonuclear Fusion Research 
Tokal Research Establishment, JAERI 

(Received March 28, 1979) 

Divertor actions of controlling the Impurities and the transport of 
Impurity ions In the plasma have been Investigated In the DIVA device. 
Following are the results: 
(1) The radial transport of Impurity ions is not described only by 

* 
neoclassical theory, but it is strbngly influenced by anomalous 
process. Radial diffusion of impurity ions across the whole minor 
radius is well described by a neoclassical diffusion superposed by the 
anomalous diffusion for protons. Due to this anomalous process, which 
spreads the radial density profile of impurity ions, 80 to 90 % of the 
Impurity flux in the plasma outer edge is shielded even in a non-
diverted discharge. 

(2) The divertor reduces the impurity flux entering the main plasma 
by a factor of 2 to 4. The impurity ions shielded by the scrape-off 
plasma are rapidly guided into the burial chamber with a pololdal" 
excursion time roughly equal to that of the scrape-off plasma. 

(3) The divertor reduces the impurity ion flux onto the main.vacuum 
chamber by guiding the Impurity ions diffusing from the main plasma 
into the burial chamber, thereby reducing the plasma-wall interaction 
caused by diffusing Impurity ions at the main vacuum chamber. The 
impurity ions produced in the burial chamber may flow back to the 
main plasma through the scrape-off layer. However, roughly only 
0.3 % of the Impurity flux into the scrape-off plasma in the burial 
chamber penetrates into the main plasma due to the impurity backflow. 

(4) A slight cooling of the scrape-off plasma with lii.'it-impurity 
injection effectively reduces the metal impurity production at the 
first wall by reducing the potential difference between the plasma 
and the wall, thereby reducing the accumulation of the metal Impurity 
in the discharge. Radiation cooling by low-Z impurities in the plasma 
outer edge, which may become an important feature in future large 
tokamaks both with and without divertor, is numerically evaluated for 
carbon, oxygen and neon. 

Key Words: DIVA Tokamak, Divertor, Impurity Transport, Impurity Shielding, 
Impurity Sweeping-Out, Impurity Back Flow, Edge Cooling 
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Divertor actions. of contr011ing the impurities and the transport of 

impurity ions in the plasma have been investigated in the DIVA device. 

Following are the resu1ts: 

(1) The radial transport of impurity ions is not described on1y by 

neoc1assica1 theory， but it is strbng1y inf1uenced by an咽 alous

process. Radia1 diffusion of impurity 10ns acro~s the wh白1eminor 

radius 1s we11 descr1bed by a neoclassica1 d1ffus10n superpo田edby the 

anomalous diffusion for protons. Due to this an四na10usprocess， which 
spreads the radia1 density profi1e of impurity ions， 80 to 90 % of the 

impur1ty flux 1n the plasma outer edge 1s shielded even in a non-

diverted discharge. 

(2) The divertor reduces the impur1ey f1出 enteringthe main p1asma 

by a factor of 2 to 4. The i皿.purityions shielded by the scrape-off 

p1asma are rapid1yguided into the buria1 ch阻，berwith a poloidaL' 

excursion time roughly equal to that of the scrape-off plasma. 

(3) The divertor reduces the impurity ion fll皿 ontothe回 in.vacuum 

chamber by gu1ding the impur1ty ions diffusing from the main p1a醐畠

into the burial chamber， thereby reducing the p1asma-wall interaction 
caused by diffus1ng impur1ty 10ns at the ma1n vacuum chamber. The 

1皿.pur1ty10ns produced 1n the buria1 chamber田ayf10w back to the 

ma1n p1asma through the scrape-off 1ayer. However， rough1y on1y 
0.3 % of the impur1ty flux 1nto the scrape-off p1asma in the burial 

巴hamberpenetrates into the ma1n p1asma due to the impur1ty backflow. 

(4) A s11ght co011ng of the scrape-off p1as四 w1thliClt-imPUrity 

inject10n effective1y reduces the metal impur1ty production at the 

f~rst wa11 by reducing the potentia1 difference between the p1as阻

and the wall， thereby reducing the accumulation of the meta1 impurity 
1n the d1scharge. ~diat10n co011ng by 10w-Z impurit1es in the p1asma 

outer edge， wh1ch may become an important feature 1n future 1arge 
tokamaks both w1th and w1thout d1vertor， is numer1ca11y eva1uated for 
carbon， oxygen and neOR • 
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DIVAにおけるダイパータ}による不純物制御実験

日本原子力研究所東海研究所核融合研究部

永見正幸

( 1979年3月初日受理)

DIVA装置において，ダイパーターの不純物制御作用，及び，不純物イオンのプラズマ中での

拡散過程を明らかにした。結果は以下の通りである。

1)プラズマ中の不純物イオンは，新古典理論に基づくプラズマ中心へ向かう拡散に加え，プ

ロトンの鉱散と同程度の大きさの異常拡散を行なう。この異常拡散によって生じる外向きの

鉱散束のために，ダイパーターを用いない場合でもプラズマ中心領繊に遣する不純物イオン

束は，壁からの流入束の 20%程度に減少する。

2)ダイパーターは，壁で発生しプラズ7 中に侵入する不純物粒子をスクレイプ・オフ腸で遮

蔽することにより，プラズマ中心領域へ向かう不純物イオン束を 1/2-1/4に減少させる。

遮蔽された不純物イオンは，スクレイプ・オフ眉プラズマの磁力線に治う流速にほぼ等しい

速度でダイパーター室に流入する。

3)ダイパーターは，プラズ7 中心部より壁へ向かい拡散する不純物イオンをスクレイプ・オ

フ層を通してダイパーター室に導き，壁に遣する不純物粒子束を減少させることにより，不

純物イオンのスバッタリングによる壁での不純物発生を減少させる。ダイパーター室内で発

生する不純物粒子がスクレイプ・オフ層を逆流し主プラズ?に混入する割合は小さく. 0.3 

%程度である。

4)ガス不純物の注入を行ない，スクレイプ・オフ・プラズマを冷却することにより，プラズ

マ中の金属不純物の混入量は更に低減できる。これは，イオン・スパッタリングによる壁表

面での金属不純物の発生を，壁に接触するプラズマを冷却することにより低下させるためで

ある。将来の大型装置で必要である，周辺プラズ?の冷却の手段として有力な，ガス不純物

による冷却について，炭素，酸素，ネオンの冷却能力を評価した。
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Heed for Impurity Control in Tokamak Fusion Development 

Impurity has a significant effect on the operation of present 
generation tokamaks, and will be a key factor in determining the feasi
bility of tokamak reactors. Especially the impurity radiation losses 
affect the energy balance of the reacting plasma. The maximum tolerable 
concentrations in order to attain given Q-values in the range Q = 1 to 
<» are calculated in Ref.[l] for six impurity species, where 

Q = Fusion Power/Auxiliary Heating Power 

Figure 1 shows the maximum allowed inpurity concentration for 
ignition (Q = oo) as a function of plasma temperature, assuming zero 
nonradiative losses. To obtain an ignition below 10 keV of the plasma 
temperature, for example, the concentrations of low-Z and high-Z 
impurities must be suppressed below 3-5 % and 0.1-0.01 % of the fuel 
ions respectively. For low-Z impurities, this seems attainable in 
future tokamaks, because low-Z impurity can be relatively easily con
trolled in recent experiments by employing gettered wall surface with 
titanium [2], low power discharge cleaning [3], or inert wall surface 
[4]. On the other hand since even in the present tokamaks, 0.1 % con
tamination by high-Z impurity is prevailed, and the plasma-wall interac
tion becomes much more serious in future large tokamaks, finding the 
methods controlling the high-Z impurity (first wall or limiter material) 
is one of the most important problems in developing a tokamak reactor. 

In order to control the accumulation of impurity ions in the 
tokamak discharge, at least one of the following three processes must be 
controlled; 1) impurity production at the limiter and the first wall, 
2) penetration of impurity influx in the plasma outer edge, and 
3) transport of impurity ions across the plasma minor radius. Therefore 
the following three problems must be investigated; 1) origin of impurity 
production at material surfaces, 2) transport properties of impurity 
ions in the plasma, and 3) methods to control the above two processes. 
The first problem is recently investigated in DIVA device [5]. This 
work concerns the rest two problems, i.e. the transport properties of 
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Fig.l Maximum allowed impurity concentration for ignition as a 
function of plasma temperature, assuming zero nonradiative 
losses.( by Jensen, Post and Jassby, ref.fl] ) 

Impurity ions in the plasma, and the methods to control the Impurity 
production and the penetration of impurity ions towards the plasma 
center. 

1.2 Impurities in Tokamak Discharges 

In regard to the penetration of impurity ions into the plasma 
center, considerable efforts have been made to measure the radial trans
port of impurity ions for intrinsic content [6] or injected impurity 
ions [7]. In these experiments, the inward flux measured at the peak 
position of the radial profile of respective ionization states are 
consistent with the prediction from the neoclassical theory: In TFR, OV 
ions present in a peripheral plasma shell, have inward diffusion velocity 
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of 2 x 10 3 cm/sec, and in ATC, injected aluminum ions show inward dif
fusion with a transport coefficient close to neoclassical theory. In 
these experiments, however, understanding about the global behaviour of 
impurity ions across the plasma whole cross section is beyond the scope 
of these experiments. In this work, the transport of impurity ions 
across the whole plasma minor radius is investigated, and the confinement 
property of impurity ions in the tokamak discharge is clarified. 

In regard to the accumulation level of metal impurity in discharges, 
the relation between the content of high-Z impurity and that of low-Z 
impurity in discharge was first found in ST tokamak [8], i.e. presence 
of low-Z impurity in the discharge reduces the contamination level of 
the high-Z impurity. Similar phenomenon was found in PULSATOR [9] with 
strong additional fuelling during the discharge. In TFR, these phenomena 
were investigated with oxygen gas injection during the current plateau 
of the discharge [10]. However, the mechanisms reducing the high-Z 
impurity level in the discharge with the additional low-Z impurity 
injection or cold gas fueling are not clearly known: whether due to a 
change in radial transport of impurity ions or in the impurity influx 
(production) in the plasma outer edge. Recently it is shown that ion-
sputtering at the limiter or the wall is the dominant process of 
releasing metal impurity in DIVA device [5]. Therefore the above noted 
phenomenon may be explained as follows: The additional low-Z impurity 
and cold gas cool the edge plasma, thereby reduce the energy of ions 
hitting material surfaces and the amount of the release of metal 
impurity [11]. This work experimentally demonstrates the effectiveness 
of plasma edge cooling by light-impurity injection, and numerically 
evaluates the radiative cooling capabilities of three ligh-impurities 
(carbon, oxygen and neon). 

1.3 Divertor Actions on Impurity 

Divertor is one of the most promising methods controlling impurities. 
The important divertor actions on impurities are as follows: 

(1) Impurity shielding; Impurity atoms that originate from the vacuum 
chamber wall are ionized in the divertor scrape-off, and the resultant 
impurity ions are swept into the burial chamber by the escaping plasma. 
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With this action, divertor reduces the impurity flux penetrating into 
the main plasma. 

(2) Plasma sweeping-out; Divertor guides the charged particles dif
fusing from the main plasma into the remote burial chamber. By this 
action, plasma-wall interactions and impurity production caused by dif
fusing ions are removed from the main chamber to the burial chamber. 

In DIVA and DITE, both the low and high-Z impurity radiation in the 
plasma can be successfuly reduced by employing an axisymmetric divertor 
[12, 13] and the bundle divertor [14] respectively. As another type of 
divertor, a built-in divertor in Heliotron is presented in Ref.[15], 
and its fundamental properties are experimentally studied in Heliotron-D 
device [16]. 

As for the above noted divertor actions, the shielding action 
against injected impurity was studied in DITE [17] with the bundle 
divertor. They find an increment oi plasma resistance by a factor of 
4.5 with a non-diverted discharge, although the resistance is not changed 
in a diverted discharge for puffing the same amount of oxygen. Impurity 
flow into the remote burial chamber and the comparison of the accumula
tion of injected impurity in the main plasma with the spectroscopic 
measurements are, however, beyond the scope of this experiment. 

In the situation where the plasma sweeping-out is attained by 
employing the divertor, the material surface which contacts a high tem-. 
perature scrape-off plasma is replaced by a neutralizer plate in the 
burial chamber. In this case the impurity efflux from the neutralizer 
plate becomes the problem. Therefore it is important to investigate the 
effect of the impurity backflow from the neutralizer plate into the main 
plasma. 

In this work above noted fundamental divertor actions are investi
gated in detail. Accumulations of impurity ions in the plasma center 
are compared in discharges with and without divertor .for a same amount 
of impurity influx in the plasma outer edge. The flow of shielded 
impurity ions along the scrape-off field lines towards the burial 
chamber, the guidance of impurity ions diffusing from the main plasma 
into the remote burial chamber, and the impurity backflow are observed 
in the diverted discharge. 
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The following chapters are structured as follows. 
Chapter 2 presents the experimental arrangements and the outline of 
divertor effects on impurities. Chapter 3 presents the radial penetra
tion of pulsively injected light-impurity ions. Time development of the 
radial penetration of pulsively injected carbon ions is investigated 
using an impurity transport code. Chapter 4 presents the divertor 
actions which shield the impurity influx, sweep out the impurity ions 
diffusing from the main plasma column into the remote burial chamber. 
Chapter 5 presents the divertor actions reducing the plasma-wall inter
action caused by diffusing impurity ions, impurity backflow from the 
burial chamber into the main plasma, suppression of metal impurity 
production by cooling the scrape-off plasma with light-impurity injection, 
and the confinement property of metal impurity ions in the plasma. 
Summary is presented in Chapter 6. In Appendix, radiative cooling 
capabilities of three gaseous impurities in a tokamak outer edge are 
presented. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS 

2.1 Description of the Device 

DIVA is a tokamak with an axisymmetric divertor. Basic machine 
parameters are: the toroidal magnetic field 20 kG, plasma major radius 
60 on and plasma minor radius 10 cm. figure X is a photograph of the 
DIVA. The cross sectional view and the plan view showing the arrange
ment of the diagnostic system are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. 
Since most of the components shown are self-evident, a brief description 
is given in the following only for those un-common in standard tokamaks. 
More detailed description of the device is presented in Ref.[l] 

(1) Shell; The plasma is enclosed in a copper shell devided into 
four sector pieces. Its surface is ion-plated with gold in 20 um in 
thickness to reduce adsorption of gases. 
(2) Divertor hoop; A four-turn coil enclosed in a vacuum-tight 
stainless steel tube. A pair of divertor plates made of titanium 
intersect the separatrlx magnetic surface. 
(3) Protection plates; Three gold pieces shown in Fig.2 are manually 
movable as the protection for the damage of the shell surface. 
(4) Gas feeders; The gas can be introduced into the device through 
four fast acting gas valves at a same time, and additional gas injec
tion can be made with another gas valve in either fast or slow opera
tion mode. 
(5) Vacuum system; The vessel is made of stainless steel with an 
insulating break, pumped by a turbo-molecular pump with an effective 
speed of 400 1/sec to a base pressure of 1.5-0.5 x 10~ 7 Torr. 

2.2 Diagnostics 

2.2.1 Spec troscopies 

The spectroscopies used for studying the behavior of impurities 
are the following: 

o 

(1) A 3 m grazing-incidence monochromator (10-1300 A) equipped with 
a 600 grooves/mm and 1200 grooves/mm gratings, which are exchangable 
each other and coated with platinum. The monochromator is calibrated 
absolutely by means of the atomic branching-ratio method using 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS 

2.1 Description of the Devic沼

DIVA is a tokamak with an axisymmetric divertor. Basic machine 

parameters are: the toroida1 magn邑ticfie1d 20 kG， p1asma major radius 

60αI and p1asma minor radius 10 cm. liigure J. is a photograph of the 

DIVA. The cross sectiona1 view and the plan view showing the arrange-

ment of the diagnostic syst色mare shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respective1y. 

Since most of the components shown are se1f-evident， a brief description 

is given in the fo11owing only for those un-common in standard tokamaks. 

More detai1ed description of the device is pres邑ntedin Ref. [1] 

(1) She11; The plasma is enc10sed in a copper she11 devided into 

four sector pieces. Its surfac号 ision司 p1atedwith gold in 20ロmin 

tblckness to reduce adsorption of gases. 

(2) Divertor hoop; A four-turn coi1 enc10sed in a vacuum-tight 

stain1ess steel tube. A pair of divertor plates made of titanium 

intersect the separatrix magnetic surface. 

(3) Protection p1ates; Three gold pieces shown in Fig.2 are manual1y 

movab1e as the protection for the damage of the shel1 surface. 

(4) Gas feeders; The gas c皿 beintroduced into the device through 

four fast acting gas va1ves at a same time， and additional gas injec-
tion can be made with another gas va1ve in either fast or slow opera-

tion mode. 

(5) Vacuum syst回 Thevessel is made of stain1ess steel with an 

insulating break， pumped by a turbo-molecu1ar pump with an邑ffective

speed of 400 l/sec to a base pressure of 1.5-0.5 x 10-7 Torr. 

2.2 Diagnostics 

2.2.1 Spectroscopies 

The spectroscopies used for studying the behavior of impurities 

are the fo11owing: 。
(1) A 3 m grazing-incidence monochromator (10-1300 A) equipped with 

a 600 grooves/mm and 1200 grooves/mm gratings， which are exchangab1e 
each other and coated with platinum. The monochromator is calibrated 

absolutely by means of the atomic branching四 ratiomethod using 
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suitable line-pairs [2]. 
(2) 25 cm and 1 m visible and uv monochromators calibrated by means 
of a standard tungsten ribbon lamp and a NBS-uv hydrogen discharge 
standard lamp. 
(3) A i m Czerny-Terner type vacuum monochromator [3]. 

The arrangements of these monochromators in respective impurity 
experiments will be presented in the following respective chapters. 

2.2.2 Other diagnostics 

In addition to conventional measurements of a main plasma such as 
Thomson scattering, charge exchange neutral-particle energy analysis, 
soft x-ray energy analysis, and microwave interferometry, the following 
measurements are employed: 

(1) Spacial distribution of radiation loss including charge-exchange 
loss is measured by a colimated pyroelectric detector. The detector 
is calibrated by using the radiation from highly resistive discharge 
[4]. 
(2) Each particle loss flux onto four sectors of the shell, three 
protection plates and vacuum chamber are measured as ion saturation 
current onto each surface. 
(3) Langmuir probes, one-directional Langmuir probes, and Faraday cup 
are used for measurements of electron temperature, ion temperature, 
and particle flow in a scrape-off layer [5]. Ion temperature of a 
scrape-off layer plasma is also investigated by measuring Doppler 
broadenning cf impurity lines in the burial chamber. 

2.3 Outline of Divertor Effects on Impurities 

In this section we briefly describe the effectiveness of the divertor 
which has been found in DIVA [6,7]. 

Figure h shows oscillograms of typical discharges with and without 
the divertor in which toroidal magnetic field B = 2 T, and plasma 
current I = 40 kA. The plasma density n is controlled at the appre
ciably same value with five fast acting gas valves. In diverted 
discharge, where the ratio of divertor hoop current I to the plasma 
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(2) 25 cm and 1 m visib1e and uv monochromators calibrated by means 

of a standard tungsten ribbon 1amp and a NBS-uv hydrogen discharge 

standard 1amp. 

(3) A 1 m Czerny-Terner type vacuum monochromator [3]. 

The arrangements of the~e monochromators in respective impurity 

experiments wi11 be presented in the fo11owing respective chapters. 

2.2.2 0ther diagnostics 

ln addition to conventiona1 measurements of a main p1asma such as 

Tnomson scattering， charge exchange neutra1-partic1e energy ana1ysis， 
soft x四 rayenergy analysis， and microwave interferometry， the f0110wing 

measurements are emp1oyed: 

(1) Spacia1 distribution of radiation 10ss inc1uding charge-exchange 

10ss is measured by a co1imated pyroe1ectric detector. 官ledctector 

is ca1ibrated by using the radiation frαn highly resistive discharge 

[4] • 
(2) Each partic1e 10ss f1ux onto four sectors of the she11， three 

protection plates and vacuum chamber are measured as ion saturation 

current onto each surface. 

(3) Langmuir probes， one-directiona1 Langmuir probes， and Faraday cup 
are used for measurements of e1ectron temperature， ion temperature， 
and particle f10w in a scrape-off 1ayer [5]. lon temperature of a 

scrape-off 1ayer p1asma is a1so investigated by measuring Dopp1er 

broadenning cf impurity 1ines in the buria1 chamber. 

2.3 0ut1ine of Divertor Effects on 1mpurities 

ln this section we brief1y describe the effectiveness of the divertor 

which has been found in DIVA [6，7]. 
Figure 4 shows osci110grams of typical discharges with and without 

the divertor in which toroidal magnetic fie1d BT 2 T， and p1asma 

currentZP=4O KA. 百lep1asma density n_ is contr011ed at the appre-
邑

ciab1y same va1ue with five fast acting gas valves. 1n diverted 

discharge， where the ratio of divertor hoop current工Dto the p1asma 
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4 Time behaviours of plasma parameters with the divertor (right 
side) and without the divertor (left side). V^: loop voltage, 
Ip: Plasma current, I^/Ip: ratio of divertor coil current to 
plasma current, /n ed&: line density, T e o : center electron tem
perature, Ti 0: center ion temperature, Pp y: loss power due to 
charge-exchange and radiation, intensity of pseudo continuum at 
175 A and P o v: intensity of OV-line (629.73 A). Toroidal magnetic 
field is 2T. 
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Fig.5 Radial profiles of electron temperature ( ) and density 
( ) with and without the dlvertor at 9 ms. The discharge 
conditions are the same as shown in Fig. 4. 

current I , I_/I » 1.2, the separatrix magnetic surface is located at p D p 
about 1.5 cm from the shell surface, and 33 % of the particle flux and 
75 % of the heat flux diffusing from the main plasma are guided into 
the burial chamber. In non-diverted discharge, where l n/l p • 0.46, no 
particle and heat fluxes into the burial chamber is observed. The 
profiles of electron temperature and density are shown in Fig.5. 
In these discharges, the radiation loss measured by the pyro-electric 

o 
detector P , intensity of OV-line (629.7 A) and intensity of crowded 
many lines emitted from gold at 175 A are reduced by a factor of 2-3 by 
the divertor as are shown, in the figure. 

Avel-inverted radial profiles of the intensities of pseudo-continuum 
o o o 

emission at 100 A, OVII 21.6 A, OV 629.7 A, and P are shown in Fig.6. 
It shows that divertor reduces the radiation emitted from metal impurity 
and oxygen impurity present: in the central region of. the plasma, and 
also reduces the oxygen influx in the peripheral region of the plasma. 

The radiation loss power investigated over a range of I » 8-53 kA, 
and B_ » 0.8-2.0 T is summarized in Fig.7. In conventional tokamak 
discharges, the radiation loss power is proportional to the plasma 
current as are shown by closed circles. By operating the divertor, the 
radiation loss power is reduced by a factor of 2-4 and is a slowly 
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Fig.5 Radia1 prof11es of e1ectron t悶 peratm:e(一一)and density 
( ーー四 ) with and without the divertor at 9 ms. The discharge 
cond1t10n自 arethe s&me as shown 1n Fig. 4. 

current 1， 1_/1 ・1.2，the separatr1x magnet1c surface 1s located at p' ~D' ~p ~ ~.~， 

about 1.5 cm from the she11 surface， and 33 % of the partic1e flux and 

75 % of the heat flux d1ffusing from the ma1n p1asma are guided 1nto 

the buria1 chamber. 1n non-d1verted d1scharge. where 1D/1p圃 0.46，no 

particle and heat f1uxes 1nto the buria1 chamber is observed. The 

profi1es of e1ectron temperature and density are shown in Fig.5. 

1n these discharges， the radiation 108S measured by the pyro-e1ectric 。
detector p_..， intensity ()f OV-1ine (629.7 A) and 1ntensity of crowded py 。
many 1ines emitted from gold at 175 A are reduced by a factor of 2-3 by 

the divertor as are shown. in the figure. 

Ave1-inverted radia1 profiles of the intensities of pseudo-continuum 。。。
em1ssion at 100 A. OV1工21.6A， OV 629.7 A， and P_.. are shown in Fig.6. py 
1t shows that divertor reduces the radiation emitted from metal impurity 

and oxygen impurity present 1n the centra1 reg10n o( the plasma. and 

a1so reduces the oxygen inf1ux in the periphera1 region of the plasma. 

The radiation 10ss power investigated over a range of Ip ・8-53kA. 

and BT • 0.8-2.0 T 1s summar1zed in F1g.7. 1n conventiona1 tokamak 

discharges. the radiation 10ss power 1s proportional to the plasma 

current as are shown by c10sed c.irc1es. By operating the d1vertor. the 

radiation 10ss power is .reduced by a factor of 2-4 and 1s a s1ow1y 
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Fig.6 Radial profiles of intensities of OVII (21.6 A), OV (629.7 A) 
and pseudo-continuum at 100 A and power loss P p y due to 
charge-exchange and radiation with the divertor ( ) and 
without the divertor ( ) at 9 us, The discharge conditions 
are the same as shown in Fig. 4. 

increasing function of the plasma current as are shown by open circles. 
In regard to the energy confinement property, divertor increases 

it by a factor of 2.5. The energy confinement appears to have the 
functional dependence of the ALCATOR scaling low [8], and is expressed 
as T„ = 1.5 -/aT niij ms without the divertor, and T_ = 4.0 Jq~ n m ms E a & a 
with the divertor, where q is the safety factor at the plasma surface 
and nil. = lO-1"* n . This improvement can be considered as a result of e 
lowering the radiation loss, with the divertor. Because, although the 
radiation loss power is not a large portion of the total energy loss 
(30-40 % of the ohmic power without the divertor, and 15-30 Z with the 
divertor), electron temperature profiles, however, are strongly affected 
by the radiation power, as is shown in the Fig.5. Therefore it can be 
said that divertor increases the radius of the hot column by reducing 
the radiation loss, thereby increases the energy confinement time. 
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it by a factor of 2.5. The energy confinement app巴ar5to have the 

functional dependence of the ALCATOR scaling 10w [8]， and 15 expre5sed 
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10wering the radiation 105a with the divertor. Beca~se ， a1though the 

radiation 1055 power 1s not a large portion of the tota1 energy 1055 

(30-40 % of the ohmic power without the divertor， and 15-30 % with the 

divertor)， eleetron temperature profi1es， however， are strong1y affected 
by the radiation power， 日吉 :i.s shown in the Fig.5. Therefore it can be 
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3. LIGHT-IMPURITY TRANSPORT 

3.1 Introduction 

The transport of light-impurity ions, present in a peripheral region 
of'the tokamak plasma, is of especial importance, because 1) light-
impurities may protect the materials nearest to the plasma from danger
ous plasma-wall interactions by the intensive radiative cooling in the 
outer edge region, and 2) from that we can easily obtain the penetration 
process of impurity ions from the outer edge region to the plasma 
center, although for the metallic impurities it is difficult to obtain 
that due to the poor spectroscopic data. 

DIVA plasma is dominated by collisional effect and is possible to 
simulate the important transport conditions for impurity ions that will 
be found at the outer edge of the thermonuclear plasmas. In this chapter 
we have investigated the process by which impurity ions are transported 
into the central region of the plasma across the whole minor radius. 
By employing pulsed gas impurity injection, and in conjunction with 
visible and vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopies, we have been able to 
measure the radial transport of carbon ions in DIVA plasma. The experi
mental results are compared with results of a transport code which 
includes Pfirsh-Schliiter diffusion with a superimposed anomalous 
diffusion, as well as ionization, recombination and recycling processes. 

In Section 3.2 the experimental arrangement and results are 
presented. In Section 3.3 and 3.4, the computer model is presented, and 
comparison between experimental results and computational results are 
discussed. The conclusion is presented in Section 3.5. 

3.2 Experimental Results 

3.2.1 Experimental Arrangements 

In the present experiment, the experimental conditions of the base 
plasma into which methane gas is injected are as follows: toroidal field 
is 10 kG, peak plasma current is 14 kA and the ratio of the divertor 
hoop current Ip to the plasma current Ip is 1.2. 
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3.2 Experimental Resu1ts 
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Fig.l Time behaviour of plasma current Ip plus divertor hoop 
current I D and of loop voltage. 

Figure 1 shows the time dependence of plasma and divertor hoop 
currents and of the loop voltage. A five-channel 4-mm microwave inter
ferometer is used to measure the line-integrated electron density profile. 
In the stationary state (7-12 ms) with which we are concerned in the 
present experiment, the averaged electron density is 0.9 x 1 0 1 3 cm - 3, 
and its radial profile is approximately parabolic. A Thomson-scattering 
measurement of the electron temperature shows that the electron tem
perature at the centre is about 200 eV and the profile is approximately 
the square of a parabola. 

Electron temperature and density 1.5 cm from the shell surface were 
measured, by Langmuir probes, to be 30 eV and 1 x 1 0 1 2 cm~ 3, respectively. 
The ion temperature in the central region of the plasma measured by a 
neutral particle analyser is 70 eV. The global confinement time of the 
protons estimated from H a measurement [1] is 1.4 ms, which also coin
cides within a factor of two with the value estimated from the total ion 
saturation current to the shell surface. 
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Fig.1 T主nebehaviour of p1asma current Ip p1us divertor hoop 
current工Dand of 100p voltage. 

Figure 1 shows th巴 timedependence of p1asma and divertor hoop 

currents and of the 100p vo1tage. A five-channe1 4-mm microwave inter-

ferometer is used to measure the 1ine-integrated e1ectron density profi1e. 

In the stationary state (7-12 ms) with which we are concerned in the 

present experiment， the averaged e1ectron density i5 0.9 X 1013 cm-3， 

and its radia1 profi1e is approximate1y parabolic. A Thomson圃 scattering

measurement of the e1ectron temperature shows that the electron tem-

perature at the centre is about 200 eV and the profi1e is approximately 

the square of a parabo1a. 

E1ectron temperature and density 1.5 cm from t4e she11 surface were 

measured， by Langmuir probes， to be 30 eV and 1 x 1012 cm-3， respective1y. 

The ion temperature in the centra1 region of the p1asma measured by a 

neutra1 partic1e ana1yser is 70 eV. The global confinement time of the 

protons estimated from Hαmeasurement [1] is 1.4 ms， which a1so coin-
cides within a factor of two with the value estimated from the total ion 

saturation current to the she11 surface. 
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In the present discharge of In/Ip = 1.2, the separ rix magnetic 
surface is located at about 1 cm from the shell surface, and the particle 
flux guided to the burial chamber is about 10 % of the total particle 
flux which diffuses from the main plasma. A large portion of the total 
proton loss flux consists in direct recycling at the gold-plated shell 
surface [2]. With these facts, in the present paper, we assume that the 
presence of the scrape-off layer which guides charged particles to the 
burial chamber can be neglected. Using the electron temperature profile 
and the loop voltage and assuming a constant value of Z eff in space, we 
calculate Z eff to be 2-3, where Z eff is the effective ion charge in the 
Spitzer conductivity. In standard discharge conditions in DIVA, the 
oxygen and carbon content is 1 % or less of the electron density as 
ascertained by spectroscopic measurements. This is due to the fact that 
the inert gold surface eliminates the light-impurity contamination of 
the plasma. Although, in the methane injection experiment, the intrinsic 
carbon contamination grows to 3 % of the electron density in the central 
region, a sizeable fraction of Z eff is accounted for by metallic impuri
ties since resistivity and radiation losses, which are measured by a 
pyro-electric detector, are not changed when the amount of light impurity 
is reduced to half of its value by flashing titanium on about half of 
the divertor chamber [2], 

The methane injection experiment is performed in the following 
manner. Through the gas inlet which is located at the outer position in 
the major radius of the copper shell, pulsed methane gas (pulse duration 
1.5 ms) is injected at 7 ms, just at the beginning of the plateau in the 
loop voltage. Discharges with and without injection are made alternately 
and in about 60 shots, the reproducibility of the emissivity of each 
spectral line is fairly good. 

The injected methane gas penetrates into the plasma before it is 
ionized. The ionization process continues as the ions rapidly circulate 
along the field lines and, less rapidly, move across them. At a position 
45° apart in toroidal direction from the gas inlet, the time evolutions 
of the line integrals of the emissivity for different carbon ionization 
states are measured along the chords of the minor cross-section by using 
an absolutely calibrated visible monochromator. Observations are made 
of the CV 2271 A, CIII 2297 A and % lines with a spatial resolution of 
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In the present discharge of In/1p = 1.2， the separ rix magnetic 

surface is 10cated at about 1 cm from the she11 surface， and the partic1e 

f1ux guided to the buria1 chamber is about 10 % of th巴i:ota1partic1e 

flux which diffuses from the main p1asma. A 1arge portion of the tota1 

proton 10ss f1ux consists in direct recyc1ing at the go1d-p1ated she11 

surface [2]. With these facts， in the present paper， we ~ssume that the 

presence of the scrape-off 1ayer which guides charged partic1es to the 

buria1 chamber can be neg1ected. Using the e1ectron temperature profile 

and the loop voltage and assuming a constant value of Zeff in space， we 

calculate Zeff to be 2-3， where Zeff is the eff日ctiveion charge in the 

Spitzer conductivity. In standard discharge conditions in nIVA， the 

oxygen and carbon content is 1 % or less of the electron density as 

ascertained by spectroscopic measurements. This is due to the fact that 

the inert gold surface e1iminates the light-impurity contamination of 

the plasma. Although， in the methane injection experiment， the intrinsic 

carbon contamination grows to 3 % of the electron density in the central 

region， a sizeable fraction of Zeff is accounted for by metallic impuri-

ties since resistivity and radiation 1osses， which are measured by a 

pyro-electric detector， are not changed when the amount of light impurity 
is reduced to half of its va1ue by f1ashing titanium on about ha1f of 

the divertor chamber [2J. 

The methane injection experimeI1t is performed in the following 

m昌nner. Through the gas in1巴twhich is 10cdted at the outer position in 

the major radius of the copper she11， pu1sed methane gas (pu1se duration 
1.5 ms) is injected at 7 ms， just at the beginning of the p1ateau in the 

loop vo1tage. Discharges with and without injection are made alternate1y 

and in about 60 shots， the reproducibi1ity of the emissivity of each 
spectra1 1ine is fair1y good. 

The injected methane gas penetrates into the p1asma before it is 

ionized. The ionization process continues as th巴 ionsrapid1y circu1ate 

a10ng the fie1d 1ines and， 1ess rapid1y， move acrosa them. At a position 

450 apart in toroida1 direction from the gas in1et， the time evo1utions 

of the 1ine integra1s of the emissivity for different caTbon ionization 

states are measured along the chords of the minor cross-section by using 

an abs01ute1y ca1ibrated visib1e monochromator. Observations are mad巴
。 。

of the CV 2271 A， CIII 2297 A and Ha lines wit 
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1 cm. Assuming that the non-circular effect is negligible, these signals 
are Abel-Inverted, and the impurity ion density and proton particle 
birth strength are unfolded from the photon signals. 

3.2.2 Discharge without Methane Injection 

The time evolution of the line integral across the minor diameter 
of photon signals of the CV 2271 A and CIII 2297 A lines, and of the 
average electron density is shown in Fig. 2 in solid lines. 

Fig.2 Time behaviour of average 
electron density n e and line-
integrated photon emissions of CIII 
2297 A and CV 2271 A with and 
without me thane inj ec t ion (M.I.). 
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1 cm. Assuming that the non由 circu1areffect is neg1igib1e， these signa1s 
are Abe1-inverted， and the impurity ion density and proton partic1e 
birth strength are unfo1ded from the photon signals. 

3.2.2 Discharge without Methane Iniection 

The time evolution of the line integral across the minor diameter 
。。

of photon signa1s of the CV 2271 A and CIII 2297 A lines， and of the 
average e1ectron density is shown in Fig. 2 in solid 1ines. 
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Fig.3 Abel-inverted volume 
emissions of CIII 2297 A and CV 
2271 A in the stationary state. 

Figure 3 shows Abel-inverted plasma volume emissions of CIII 2297 A 
and CV 2271 A lines at 8 ms. Radial profiles of these photon emissions 
and the electron density are almost stationary within 10 % from 7 ms to 
12 ms in the course of the discharge. 

In this stationary state, the peak densities of CV and CIII are 
deduced from the photon emissivities with the additional knowledge of 
the radial profiles of electron temperature and density. By using 
modified coronal models for beryllium-like and helium-like ions given 
in Ref. [3], the peak densities of CIII and CV are calculated to be 
3 x 1 0 1 0 cm - 3 (including 3P metastable state) and 4 x 1 0 1 1 cm" 3, 
respectively, with an uncertainty, we estimate, of a factor of 2. 
Using a grazing-incidence VUV monochromator, we observe the line integral 
of photon signals in the midplace across the minor cross-section. With 

o 
this measurement, the CVI 34 A line emissivity is too weak to detect so 
that the CVI population is estimated to be lower by, at least, a factor 
of 2 than the CV population. Thus, in the present discharge, a major 
part of the carbon ions are in the CV state in the central region of 
the plasma, and the total number of carbon ions in the plasma is almost 
constant during the period concerned. 

Calculation of the ionization times for the j-th state of carbon 
atoms, T. = l/(n I.), where n is the electron density and I is the 

1.5 

Without Injection 
t> 9msec 
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Figure 3 shows Abe1-inverted p1asma vo1ume emissions of CIII 2297 A 

and CV 2271 A lines at 8 ms. Radia1 profiles of these photon e町臼s叫io叩n

and the e1ectron density are a1most stationary within 10 % from 7 m目sto 

12 ms in the course of the discharge. 

In this stationary state. the peak densities of CV and CIII are 

deduced from the photon emissivities with the additiona1 know1edge of 

the radia1 profi1es of electron temperature and density. By using 

modified coronal models for beryllium-like and he1ium-like ions given 

in Ref. [3]. the peak densities of CIII and CVare ca1culated to be 

3 x 1010 cm-3 (inc1uding 3p metastab1e state) and 4 x 1011 cm- 3• 

respectively. with an uncertainty. we estimate， of a factor of 2. 

Using a grazing-incidence VUV monochromator， we observe the 1ine integra1 
o.f photon signa1s in the midplace across the minor cross-section. With 。
this measurement， the CVI 34 A 1ine emissiv1ty 1s too weak to detect so 

that the CVI popu1ation 1s estimated to be 10wer by， at least， a factor 

of 2 than the CV population. Thus， in the present d1scharge， a major 

part of the carbon ions are in the CV state in the c~ntra1 region of 

the plasma， and the tota1 nu曲 erof carbon ions in the p1asma is almost 

constant during the per10d concerned. 

Calcu1ation of the ionization times for the j-th state of carbon 

atoms， Tj 1/(ne1j)， where ne is the e1ectron density and Ij is the 
e 
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electron impact ionization rate coefficient for carbon atoms of the j-th 
state [4], shows that it takes much less than 0.1 ms to ionize CIV, and 
above 1 ms to ionize CV in the central region of the plasma. Using 
radiative recombination rate coefficients [5], in the coronal equilib
rium for the electron temperature of 200 eV, the ratio of the CVI 
population to the CV population is calculated to be 120. From the 
aforementioned facts, we see that experimental observations in the 
steady state yield results very different from those of the coronal 
equilibrium state. This indicates that CV ions are confined within a 
few milliseconds. 

From the photon emissivity of C H I , we estimate the neutral carbon 
flux into the plasma. The same relation as was discussed by Gervids 
and Krupin and in Ref. [6] is applied here. For an ion of the j-th 
state, if confinement and recombination times are long enough compared 
with the ionization time, the neutral-carbon-atom influx T is related 
to the ionization strength of the j-th-state carbon ions of density n. 
by 

;
Tds = I n.n I.dv J J£J 

where the integrations are carried out over the plasma surface on the 
left-hand side and over the volume on the right-hand side of the 
equation. When we apply this relation to CIII and use the modified 
coronal model mentioned previously, the neutral-carbon-atom source in 
the discharge is directly related to the photon emissivity of the CIII 

o 

2297 A line and is calculated to be 2 x 1 0 1 9 s" 1. When we take 3 % 
contamination of the electrons of total number of 1 x 1 0 1 8 in the dis
charge, the steady state of the total number of carbon atoms accounts 
for the fact that the effective confinement time of carbon ions is 
1.5 ms. This coincides with the proton confinement time and suggests 
perfect re-cycling of the carbon atoms at the plasma edge. 

3.2.3 Discharge with Methane Injection 

A total of 1.5 x 1 0 1 ? molecules of methane gas are injected at 
7 ms into the discharge with a pulse duration of 1.5 ms, which is 
measured in front of the gas outlet without discharge. 

In Fig. 2, the time evolutions of the line integral across the 
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e1ectron impact ionization rate coefficient for carbon atoms of the j-th 

state [4]， shows that it takes much 1ess than 0.1 ms to ionize CIV， and 
above 1 ms to ionize CV in the centra1 region of the p1asma. Using 

radiative recombination rate coefficients [5]， in the corona1 equi1ib-
rium for the e1ectron temperature of 200 eV， the ratio of the CVI 
popu1ation to the CV popu1ation is ca1cu1ated to be 120. From the 

aforementioned facts， we see that experimenta1 observations in the 
steady stat邑 yie1dresu1ts very different from those of the corona1 

equilibriu皿 state. This indicates that CV ions are confined within a 

few mi11iseconds. 

From the photon emissivity of CII工， we estimate the neutra1 carbon 

f1ux into the p1asma. The same re1ation as was discussed by Gervids 

and Krupin却 din Ref. [6] is app1ied here. For an ion of the j-th 

state， if confinement and recombination times are 10ng enough compared 

with the ionization time， the neutra1-carbon-atom inf1ux r is re1ated 

to the ionization strength of the j-th-state carbon 1OEls of dens1ty nj 

by 

Jrds = Sn州 V

where the integrations are carried out over the p1asma surface on the 

1eft-hand side and over the vo1ume on the right-hand side of the 

equation. When we app1y this re1ation to C工工1and use the modified 

corona1 mode1 mentioned previous1y， the neutra1-carbon-atom source in 
the discharge is direct1y re1ated to the photon邑missivityof the CIII 。
2297 A 1ine and is ca1cu1ated to be 2 x 1019 

S-I. When we take 3 % 

contamination of the e1ectrons of tota1 number of 1 x 1018 in the dis-

charge， the steady state of the total number of carbon atoms accounts 

for the fact that the effective confinement time of carbon ions is 

1.5 ms. This coincides with the proton confinement time and suggests 

perfect re-cycling of the carbon atoms at the p1asma edge. 

3.2.3 Discharge with M同~thane In.iection 

A tota1 of 1.5 x 1017 mゅ1ecu1esof methane gas are injected at 

7 ms into the discharge with a pu1se duration of 1.5 ms， which is 
measured in front of the gas out1et without discharge. 

In Fig. 2， the time evo1utions of the 1ine integra1 across the 
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minor diameter of the photon signals of the CV 2271 A and CIII 2297 A 
lines and the electron density are shown by the dotted lines. These 
can be compared to discharges without injection as is also shown in 
Fig. 2. The changes in plasma resistivity, electron temperature, pyro-
electric detector signal and thermocouple probe signal which measure 
the heat flow in the outer edge region are small. 

As noted previously, in DIVA plasma, the dominant radiative cooling 
and Z ,_ value are caused by metallic impurities of supposedly 1 % 
contamination (maximum) so that an increase in photon emission from 
carbon atoms by a factor of two with the injection does not appreciably 
affect the global thermal balance. 

Using the ionization cross-section by electron impact given in 
Ref. [7], the penetration length of methane molecules of room tempera-

12 „-3 ture into the outer edge region of the plasma with n = 1 x 10 
and an electron temperature of 30 eV is estimated to be less than 1 cm. 
Thus, the injected methane molecules are suddenly ionized after the 
injection and then the ions move along the field lines. 

In Figs. 4 and 5 the time evolutions of the radial profiles in the 
o o 

2297 A and 2271 A photon emission densities are shown. The photon emis-

Fig.4 Time behaviour of Abel-
inverted volume emission of 2297 
A in the discharge with methane 
inj ect ion. 
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。 。
minor diameter of the photon signa1s of the CV 2271 A and CIII 2297 A 

1ines and the electron density are shown by the dotted lines. These 

can be compared to disc伝rgeswithout injection as is a1so shown in 

Fig. 2. 百lechanges in p1asma resistivity， electron temperature， pyro-
e1ectric detector signa1 and thermocoup1e probe signa1 which measure 

the heat flow in the outer edge r邑gionare sma11. 

As noted previous1y， in nrVA plasma， the dominant radiative cooling 
and Zeff value are caused by metallic impurities of supposedly 1 % 

cont岨 ination(maximum) so that an increase in photon emission fr佃

carbon atoms by a factor of two with the injection does not appreciably 

affect the globa1 thermal balance. 

Using the ionization cross-section by e1ectron i祖.pactgiven in 

Ref. [7]， the penetration 1ength of methane molecu1es of room tempera-

tureinto the outer edge mg1on of the plasma w1th ne=1X 1012叩 -3

and an e1ectron temperature of 30 eV is estimated to be 1ess than 1 cm. 

Thus， the injected methane mo1ecules are sudden1y ionized after the 
illjection凱 dthen the ions move a10ng the fie1d lines. 

工nFigs. 4 and 5 the time evolutions of the radial profiles in the 。。
2297 A and 2271 A photon emission densities are shown. The photon emis-

Fig・4 Time behaviour of Abel-
inverted v01ume emission of 2297 . 
A in the discharge with methane 
injection. 
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Fig.5 Time behaviour of Abel-
inverted volume emission of 2271 
A in the discharge with methane 
injection. 

"0 5 )0 
r (cm ) 

o 

sion density of 2297 A rises rapidly just after the beginning of the 
injection, and then, within 1 ms, the intensity is doubled and stays 
in a steady state. 

The emissivity of 2271 A rises rather gradually. The penetration 
of the injected carbon ions into the central region is accomplished at 
10 ms. By t = 10 ms, the CV line emission has doubled and is then in 
a steady state. 

o 

In the course of the penetration of the carbon ions, the 2271 A 
line emission in the peripheral region is very weak. We expect, however, 
that there is an abundant amount of CV ions also in this region, but it 

o 

does not radiate since the excitation energy for the 2271 A line (30A eV) 
is much higher than the electron temperature in this region. 

The increase of the CV line emission with the injection shows that 
additional 3 % (3 x 10 1 6) carbon are introduced into the discharge, 
which is only 20 % of the injected carbon atoms, i.e. 80 % of the injected 
carbon are shielded by the outer-edge plasma. 
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sion density of 2297 A rises rapid1y just after the beginning of the 

injection， and then， within 1 ms， the intensity is doub1ed and stays 
in a steady state. 。

The emissivity of 2271 A rises rather gradua11y. The penetration 

of the injected carbon ions into the centra1 region is accomp1ished at 

10 ms. By t 10 ms， the CV 1ine emission has doubled and is then in 

a steady state. 。
In the cours巴 ofthe penetration of the carbon ions， t.he 2271 A 

line emission in the p巴riphera1region is very weak. We expect， however， 
that there is an abundant amount of CV ions a1so in this region， but it 

o 

does not radiate since the excitation energy for the 2271 A 1ine (304 eV) 

is much higher than the e1ectron temperature in this region. 

The increase of the CV 1ine emission with the injection shows that 

additiona1 3 % (3 X 1016
) carbon are introduced into the discharge， 

which is on1y 20 % of the inject~d carbon at咽 s，i.e. 80 % of the injected 

larbon are shie1ded by the outer-edge p1asma. 
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With the injection, the line-integrated electron density increased 
about 15 % above the non-injection discharge. Also the ion saturation 
current to a Langmuire probe in the outer-edge region increased about 
10 % with the injection. Although there is no exact way from the n 
data to determine what, carbon or hydrogen, causes the density rise, 
the increase in electron density (1.5 x 10 1 7) roughly corresponds to the 
amount of stripped electrons from successfully introduced molecules 
(2 x 4 x 3 x io 1 6 - 2.4 x 1 0 1 7 , 4 for hydrogen and 4 for carbon in 
helium-like state). A possible interpretation for this is that a large 
fraction of the injected particles is trapped on the surface of the gas 
outlet, which is made of stainless steel, while they strongly interact 
with the surface during the injection phase. As a fact which may 
support this interpretation, after the termination of the discharge, we 
observe the increase in pressure in the vacuum chamber by re-emission 
which is much larger than that in the non-injected discharge. 

In the following section, we shall study these experimental results 
by comparing them with calculations obtained from a computer code. 

3.3 Computer Calculation 

3.3.1 Computer Model 

Seeing that the impurity ions are in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime, 
and neglecting terms associated with temperature gradients, we can give 
the cross-field ion flux T of species a (averaged over a magnetic 
surface) due to the friction with ions of species ft by the following 
[8]: 

z r = z W (l+2g2)T ); . 1 3 n a 1 3 n g 
a a e T «e e 2 B 2 z

a

n « 8 r Ve 3 r 

o 

where the collision time has the form 

T a|3 4v /27rZ a

zzL 2nge 1*£nA 
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With the inj色ction，the 1ine-integrated e1ectron density increased 

about 15 % above the non-injection discharge. A1so the ion saturation 

cllrrent to a Langmuire probe in the outer-edge region increased about 

10 % with the injection. A1though there is no exact way fr叩 thene 

data to determine what， carbon or hydrogen， causes the density rise， 

the increase in e1ectron density (1.5 x 1017
) rough1y corresponds to the 

amount of stripped e1ectrons from successfu11y introduced mo1ecu1es 

(2 x 4 x 3 x 1016 
- 2.4 x 1017， 4 for hydrogen and 4 for carbon in 

he1i~1ike state). A possib1e interpretation for this is that a 1arge 

fraction of the injected partic1es is trapped on the surface of the gas 

out1et， which is made of stain1ess stee1， whi1e they strong1y interact 
with the surface during the injection phase. As a fact which may 

support this interpretation， after the termination of the discharge， we 
observe the increase in pressure in the vacuum chamber by re-emission 

which 1s much 1arger than that in the non由 injecteddischarge. 

In the fo11owing section， we sha11 study these experimenta1 resu1ts 
by comparing them with ca1culations obtained from a computer code. 

3.3 Computer Calcu1ation 

3.3.1 Computer Model 

Seeing that the impur1ty 10ns are in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime， 

and neg1ecting terms associated with temperature gradients， we can give 
the cross-fie1d ion f1ux r~ of speciesα(averaged over a magnetic α 
surfaεe) due to the friction with ions of species s by the fo11owing 

[8] : 

ZJJ-z与平竺旦子!x (六十;子ーなさ〉
内

凶 8αs  eιB04 白 αuαι 8“自晶

where the collision time has the form 

3石て T3/2

't" ~_.... =αJj 

αs -41罰Z 2. Z^ 2.n^e~ R.nA 
s "s 
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m -SLA 03 m a + m^ 

n, m, Z are the density, mass and charge number of each species, and 
T, q, Bo are the temperature of protons, safety factor and toroidal 
magnetic field. The different ion species are assumed to have tempera
tures equal to the proton temperature. 

Besides the classical diffusion flux described above we also take 
account of some anomalous transport processes, which may affect the 
impurity transport in DIVA, i.e. we try to simulate the impurity trans
port by introducing, in addition to the classical flux, an anomalous 
diffusion flux, which may phenomenologically describe possible anoma
lous processes, i.e. turbulent diffusion due to micro-instabilities or 
MHD fluctuation, convection along broken field lines, etc. 

As a clue for the magnitude of the anomalous diffusion to be 
employed in the calculation, we note the proton confinement property. 
Since, for protons, the diffusion caused by collisions with light 
impurity ions of a few percent contamination is quite insignificant 
compared with that due to anomalous processes, it seems to be quite 
plausible to assume an anomalous diffusion coefficient of impurity ions 
of the order of the diffusion coefficient inferred from proton confine
ment in the experiment. 

Thus, in the present calculation, we assume that the anomalous 
diffusion coefficient of the Impurity ions is the same as that of the 
protons. 

Thus the continuity equations for ions can be written as 

9n . ~ 
o . . I | _ ( r r ) + s 

9t r 9r a a 
For the protons, we have: 

n Z 2 9n 9n 
T = -(D + I -S-^- D ) SL + D ZZ, - S p a n c 3r c k 9r 

S = I n n„ P P e H 
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n， m， Z are the density， mass and charge number of each species， and 

T， q， Bo are the temperature of protons， safety factor and toroidal 

magnetic field. T4e different 10n species are assumed to have tempera-

tures equal to the proton temperature. 

Besides the classical diffusion flux described above we also take 

account of some anomalous transport proc巴sses，which may affect the 

impurity transport in DIVA， i.e. we try to simulate the impurity trans-
port by introducing， in addition to the classical flux， an anomalous 

diffusion flux， which may phenomenologically describe possible anoma-

lous processes， i.e. turbulent diffusion due to micro-instabilities or 
MHD fluctuation， convection along broken field lines， etc. 

As a clue for the magnitude of the anomalous diffusion to be 

employed in the calculation， we note the proton confinement property. 
Since， for protons， the diffus10n caused by collisions with light 

impurity ions of a f巴wpercent contamination is quite insignificant 

compared with that due to anomalous processes， it seems to be quite 

plausible to assume an anomalous diffusion coefficient of impurity 10ns 

of the order of the diffusion coefficient inferred from proton confine-

ment in the experiment. 

Thus， 1n the present calculation， we assume that the anomalous 

diffusion coefficient of the impurity ions is the same as that of the 

proto田.

Thus the continuity equations for ions can be written as 

Clna 1 el 
-ーと=ー一一一 (rr_J+ S 
Clt α 

For the protons， we have: 
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where the summation is taken over all ionized states of carbon impuri
ties, and, for impurity ions, we obtain: 

i-,i-fe„?!i r. = -[D + D (1 + \-7r- I "*)] . 
j a c J2mp n p 3r 

Z n Jm 8n, 3n 
+ D -J-J- ( I-+- ZZ. -5-^ + TT-P- ) e n / 2m k 3r 3r P V P 

Sj - % [ I
3-i nj-i " ( Ij + V i ) n J + VW 

For charge-limit ions, we have, in particular, (CV in the present cal
culation) : 

S. = n (I. ,n. . - R. -n.) j e j-1 j-1 j-1 j' 

Here 
n = n + Z Z, n, e p k k 

D = 0.5 (1 + 2q2)v p 2 

c p p 

4v̂ if ê n £nA 2m T 
V E , p 2 = _ p _ 

p 3^m~T 3 / 2 p e 2B 0
2 

P 
Here, 1 , 1 . are the electron impact ionization rate coefficients of the 

P J 
hydrogen and carbon atoms [4], respectively. R. is the radiative re
combination rate coefficient [5]. 

The hydrogen density n„ in the plasma is calculated by Dnestrovskii's 
formula [9], but with a correction for geometric effects (cylindrical 
plasma). 

The influx of hydrogen atoms is usually determined by the re-cycling 
condition at the wall. We include an additional hydrogen flux during 
the period of methane gas injection. In the calculation, fast neutrals 
up to the second generation are considered. The density distribution 
and the influx of impurity atoms are also calculated in a similar way. 
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where the summation is taken over a11 ionized states of carbon impuri-

ties， and， for impurity ions， we obtain: 

r; " Zk2~，. ani 
v-[Ba+DC 〈1リ2;_E τ之)]a'1-

可 p p 

E出
p

[1， . n， . -(工+R， ，)n， + R，n 
j-1 "j-1 '~j' .'j-1'''j . .'j""j+1 

For charge-1imit ions， we have， in particu1ar， (CV in the present ca1-

cu1ation): 

(1， ， n， ， -R， . n，) j 
~ 

"e '~j-rj-1 .'j-1"j 

Here 

n n +EZ.n 
e "p 

~ 

~k--k 

D_ = 0.5 (1 + 2q2)Vρ2 
p' p 

4占有 e
4
n R，叫

v p 
ー -p 

31m T3/2 
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Here， 1~ ， 1， are the e1ectron impact ionization rate coefficients of the 
p' -j 

hydrogen釦 dcarbon atoms [4]， respectively. R， is the radiative re-
j 

combination rate coefficient [5]. 

The hydrogen density ~ in the p1asma is ca1cu1ated by Dnestrovskii's 
formu1a [9]， but with a correction for geometric ef~ects (cy1indrica1 

p1asma) • 

The inf1ux of hydrogen atoms is usua11y determined by the re-cyc1ing 

condition at the wa11. We inc1ude an additiona1 hydrogen f1ux during 

the period of methane gas injection. 1n the ca1cu1ation， fast neutra1s 
up to the second generation are.considered. The density distribution 

and the inf1ux of impurity atoms are a1so ca1cu1ated in a similar way. 
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The boundary conditions for the diffusion equations are given in 
the following way: 

3n 3n. 
T-2- = a - L = 0 a t r = 0 9r 3r 

n = 2 x lo 1 1 cm - 3, n = 0 at r = r P i w 

where r is the wall radius, w 
As the initial condition for the impurity ions, we take the coronal 

equilibrium state for the electron temperature of 2 eV. 
The coupled conservation equations are integrated by the fully 

implicit Crank-Nicholson method [10]. 

3.3.2 Computational Results 

In the present calculation, the electron and ion temperatures are 
given and stationary. The electron temperature is taken as the experi
mental result. The ion temperature is taken to be parabolic with a 
maximum temperature of 70 eV. The plasma current distribution is 
determined by the Spitzer conductivity, on the assumption of a constant 
Z f . value. The total plasma current is 14 kA, and in this case the 
q-value is 1.3 on the axis. 

As noted previously, in the present experiment, the separatrix 
magnetic surface is located at a distance of about 1.5 cm from the shell 
surface. The applicability of Pfirsch-Schliiter theory in this scrape-
off layer, where the magnetic field is diverted to the burial chamber, 
is questionable. Nevertheless, in the present calculation, we simply 
apply the theory in the whole region of minor radius. 

As we have mentioned before, we use the anomalous diffusion coef
ficient from the experimental observation of proton confinement. From 
the intensity profile of the H line emission and the proton density 
profile, we can locally estimate the anomalous diffusion coefficient by 
using the ratio of ionization rate to H emission. Taking into account 
the contamination by 1 % of oxygen up to helium-like state, 3 % of 
carbon up to helium-like state and at maximum 1 % of gold assuming 
Z ~ 10, we estimate that n /n is 0.7 ~ 0.8. Since the proton density 
profile (assuming 0.7 ~ 0.8 of the electron density) is approximately 
parabolic near the axis, and with the absolute H line emission, we 
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The boundary conditions for the diffusion eqt'ations are given in 

the fo11owing way: 

h
h
 n 2 X 1011 cm- 3 • n. = 0 at r r 

p w 

where r is the wa11 radius. 
W 

As the initia1 condition for the impurity ions， we take the corona1 

equi1ibrium state for the e1ectron temperature of 2 eV. 

The coup1ed conservation equations are integrat己dby the ful1y 

imp1icit Crank-Nich01son method [10]. 

3.3.2 Computational Results 

1n the present ca1cu1ation， the e1ectron and ion temperatures are 
given and stationary. The e1ectron temperature is taken as the experi-

menta1 resu1t. The ion temperature 1s taken to be parab011c with a 

maximum temperature of 70 eV. The p1asma current d1stribution 1s 

determined by the Spitzer conductivity， on the assumption of a constant 

Z_~~ va1ue. The tota1 p1asma current is 14 kA， and in this case the 
eff 

q-va1ue is 1.3 on the axis. 

As noted previous1y， in the present experiment. the separatrix 

magnetic surface is 10cated at a distance of about 1.5 cm from the she11 

surface. The app1icabi1ity of Pfirsch-Sch1uter theory in this scrape-

off 1ayer， where the magnetic fie1d is diverted to the buria1 chamber， 
1s questionab1e. Neverthe1ess， in the present ca1cu1ation， we simp1y 

app1y the theory in the whole region of minor radius. 

As we have ment10ned before， we use the anoma10us diffusion coef-

ficient from the experimenta1 observation of proton confinement. From 

the 1ntensity profile of the H~ 1ine emission and the proton density 
α 

prof11e， we can 1oca11y estimate the anoma1ous diff~síon coefficient by 
using the ratio of ionization rate to H~ emission. Taking into account α 
the contamination by 1 % of oxygen up to he1ium-1ike state， 3 % of 

巳arbonup to he1ium-1ike state and at max1mum 1 % of g01d assuming 

z ω10. we estimate that n_/n~ is 0.7 ~ 0.8. Since the proton density 
p' e 

profi1e (assuming 0.7 ~ 0.8 of the e1ectron density) is approximate1y 

parabo1ic near the axis， and with the absolute ~α1ine emission， we 
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find an anomalous diffusion coefficient of 0.4 m 2 , s - 1 with an uncertainty 
of a factor of 2 in the central region of the plasma. On the other 
hand, measurement shows that the diffusion process in the outer-edge 
region within 2 cm from the shell surface approximately corresponds to 
the Bohm value. These values of the diffusion coefficient roughly fit 
Mercier's semi-empirical expression [11]: 

D a = C (1 + 1.6q 2)V e iP e
Z 

if C ~ 300. V ., p are the electron-ion collision frequency and the 
electron gyro-radius in the toroidal magnetic field. In the calculation, 
we use this expression as the anomalous diffusion coefficient. 

3.3.2.1 The Case of No Injection 

To study the dominant transport mechanisms for the impurity ions, 
we make computations for the following three different cases: 
(a) neoclassical transport, (b) neoclassical + anomalous transport, 
and (c) anomalous transport. 

Assuming 3 % contamination in total number of particles with carbon 
impurity, we calculate the steady state of the CV density profile and 

o o 
of the CIII 2271 A and CV 2271 A photon emission profiles, which are 
shown in Fig. 6 with proton density profile (case (b)) and in Fig. 7, 
respectively. 

Fig.6 Radial profiles of calcu
lated density of CV and protons 
in steady state:(a) neoclassical, 
(b) neoclassical+anomalous, (c) 
anomalous. 

(a) neoclassical 

(b) neoclassical+anomalous 

(c) anomalous 

r (cm) 
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find an anomalous diffusion coefficlent of 0.4 m2.s四 1 with an uncertainty 

of a factor of 2 in the centra1 region of the p1asma. On the other 

hand， measurement shows that the diffusion process in the outer-edge 

region withln 2叩 fromthe shel1 surface approximate1y corresponds to 

the Bohm va1ue. These va1ues of the diffusion coefficient rough1y fit 

Mercier's semi-empirica1 expression [11]: 

Da =C {1+1.6qZ)VeiPe2 

if C -300. v _" P _ are the e1ec tron-ion co1lision frequency and the 
e~- -e 

e1ectron gyro-radius in the toroida1 magnetic fie1d. In the ca1cu1atlon， 
we use this expression as the anoma1ous diffusion coefficient. 

3.3.2.1 The Case of No In1ectlon 

To study the dominant transp~~t mechanisms for the impurlty ions， 

we make computations for the fo11owing three dlfferent cases: 

(a) neoc1assica1 transport， (b) neoc1assica1 + anomalous transport， 
and (c) anoma1ous transport. 

i~suming 3 % contamination in tota1 number of partlc1es with carbon 

impurity， we ca1cu1ate the steady state of the CV density profi1e and 。。
of the CII工2271A and CV 2271 A photon emission proflles， ¥Jhich are 

shown in Fig. 6 with proton density profi1e (case (b)) and in Fig. 7， 

respectively. 
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Fig.7 Radial profiles of calcu-
latedovolume emission of CHI ' 
2297 A and CV 2271 A. 
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As noted previously, since the radial diffusion of protons is 
dominantly governed by anomalous diffusion, the computational results 
in the three cases yield almost the same proton density profile, and the 
proton confinement times are almost the same, i.e. between 1.4-1.6 ms. 
In these calculations, we took the incoming energy of hydrogen particles 
as 5 eV and that of the carbon particles as 2 eV, and perfect re-cycling 
conditions were assumed. 

(a) Neoclassical diffusion: When we assume that only the neoclassical 
theory of impurity diffusion is valid along the whole minor radius, the 
strong inward force due to friction with protons will sometimes cause 
imward impurity ion flux from the wall. This physical difficulty can 
be removed by introducing anomalous diffusion only in the outer-edge 
region between about 1 cm from the wall. With this assumption, we can 
study the behaviour of impurity diffusion in the case of neoclassical 
theory in almost the whole minor-radius region. 

As is shown lii Fig. 7, in this case, because of the good confine
ment properties of impurity ions, carbon ions are strongly accumulated 
in the central region of the plasma, mainly in the CV state. The 
confinement time of the impurity ions is 28 ms. The impurity ion loss 
flux and the amount of re-cycling neutral carbon atoms in the edge 
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As noted previous1y， since the radia1 diffusion of protons is 
dominant1y governed by anoma1ous diffusion， the computationa1 resu1ts 

in the three cases yie1d almost the same proton density profi1e， and the 

proton confinement times are a1most the same， i.e. between 1.4-1.6 ms. 

In these ca1cu1ations， we took the incoming energy of hydrogen partic1es 

as 5 巳Vand that of the carbon partic1es as 2 eV， and perfect re-cyc1ing 

conditions were assumed. 

(a) 旦盟主lassicaldiffusion: 陥団関 assumethat on1y the neoclassical 

theory of impurity diffusion is valid along the whole minor radius， the 

strong inward force due to friction with protons will sometimes cause 

imward impurity ion f1ux from the wal1. 百1isphysical difficu1ty can 

be removed by introducing anoma10叫sdiffusion on1y in the outer-edgβ 

region between about 1 cm from the wa11. With this assumption， we can 

study the behaviour of impurity diffusion in the case of neoc1assical 

theory in almostthe whole minor-radius region. 

As i8 shown ih Fig. 7， in this case， becaU8e of the good confine-

ment properties of impurity ions， carbon ions are strongly accumu1ated 
in the centra1 region of the p1asma， main1y in the CV state. The 

confinement time of the impurity ions is 28 ms. The impurity ion 10s8 

flux and the amount of re-cyc1ing neutral carbon atoms in the edge 
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region are small compared with cases (b) and (c). The peak value of 
the CIII 2297 A photon emission in the minor radius is 9 x 10 J 

photons'cm - 3•s - 1, although the experimental value is larger by a factor 
of 50. 

(b) Neoclassical + anomalous diffusion: Since, with the present 
plasma parameters, D /D is approximately 10, anomalous processes a c 
dominate the diffusion of impurity ions. In this case, the impurity 
confinement time is 1.1 ms, so that it is necessary to consider perfect 
re-cycling conditions for carbon atoms at the wall surface to obtain a 
stationary state over a period of several milliseconds. Our assumption 
of 3 % contamination in the total number of carbon atoms yields good 

o 
agreement in the CV 2271 A line emission with the experimental 

c 

observations in the central region. Hie peak intensity of the 2297 A 
photon emission in the peripheral region is 1.7 x 10 1 1* photons•cm-3•s~*, 
which is within a factor two or three in agreement with the experiment 
as is shown in Fig. 7. 

In Fig. 8, the computed radial density profiles and radial particle 
fluxes of the individual ionization states are shown. The result shows 
that carbon atoms are ionized and lost from the plasma mainly in the 
peripheral region of r > 5 cm. The result also shows that helium-like 

o 

Fig.8(1) Calculated radial 
density profiles of individual 
ionized states in the steady 
state for case (b) . 
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region are sma11 compared with cases (b) and (C). The peak va1ue of 。
the CIII 2297 A photon emission in the minor radius is 9 X 1012 

photons・αn-3・S-I. a1though the experimenta1 va1ue is 1arger by a factor 

of 50. 

(b) ~eoc1assica1 + anoma10us diffusio~: Since. with the present 

p1asma parameters. D~/D~ is approximate1y 10， anoma10us processes 
a c 

dominate the diffusion of impurity ions. In this case， the impurity 
confinement time is 1.1 ms， so that it is necessary to consider perfect 
re-cyc1ing conditions for carbon atoms at the wa11 surface to obtain a 

st&tionary state over a period of several mi11is色conds. Our assumption 

of 3 % contamination in the total number of carbon atoms yie1ds good 。
agreement in the CV 2271 A 1ine emission with the experimenta1 

c 

observations in the centra1 r巳gion. TIle peak intensity of the 2297 A 

photon emission in the p邑ripheralregion is 1.7 x 101~ photons ・cm-3・s-l，
which is within a factor two or three in agreement with the experおnent

as is shown in Fig・7.

In fig. 8， the computed radia1 density profi1es and radia1 partic1e 
f1uxes of the individua1 ionization states are shown. The resu1t show宮

that carbon atoms are ionized and lost from the p1asma main1y in the 

The resu1t a1so shows that he1ium-1ike pe，riphera1 region of r ~ 5 cm. 
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Fig.8(2) Calculated radial 
particle diffusion fluxes in the 
steady state for case (b). 

CV ions spread to the edge of the plasma since the recombination time 
of the ions is much longer than the particle confinement time. Although 
measurement is difficult since helium-like ions have too large an exci
tation energy to be detected optically in the cold-edge region, the 
calculation indicates that carbon ions are lost dominantly in the helium
like state. 

(c) Anomalous diffusion: In this case, the result is similar to Case 
(b) as is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, since the anomalous diffusion coeffi
cient is an order of magnitude larger than the classical one. The 
density distribution of the carbon ions is rather flattened compared 

0 
with Case (b), i.e. the photon emissivity of the 2271 A line is 

o 

decreased and that of 2297 A line is slightly increased. The confine
ment time of the impurity ions is 0.8 ms, and the re-cycling flux is 
increased. 

On the basis of what we have been discussing up to now, we see 
that the experimental observations in the discharge without injection 
are well described by considering anomalous process and perfect re
cycling . 
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CV ions spread to th色 edg色 of the p1asma sin巳巳 the re巳ombinationtime 

of the ions is much longer than the partic1e confinement time. Although 

measurement is difficu1t since he1ium-1ike ions have too 1arge an exci-

tation energy to be detected optically in the cold-edge region， the 
calculation indicates that carbon ions are lost dominantly in the he1i四四

1ike state. 

(c) Anoma1ous diffusion: In this case， the resu1t is similar to Cas巴

(b) as is shown in Figs. 6 and 7， since the anoma1ous diffusion coeffi-

cient is an order of magnitude 1arger than the classica1 one. The 

density distribution of the carbon ions is rather f1attened compared 。
with Case (b)， i.e. the photon emissivity of the 2271 A 1ine is 。
decreased and that of 2297 A 1ine is s1ightly increased. The confine国

ment time of the impurity ions is 0.8 ms， and the re-cyc1ing f1ux is 

increased. 

On the basis of what we have been discussing up to now， we see 
that the experimenta1 observations in the discharge without injection 

are we11 described by considering anoma1ous process and perfect re-

cycling. 
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3.3.2.2 The Case with Injection 

In the methane gas injection calculation, we add the injected 
neutral-particle flux to the recycling flux as noted previously. We 
take a triangular gas pulse of 1.5 ms duration, which approximately 
fits the measurement. 

In the present calculation, the same amount as is successfully 
introduced into the discharge in the experiment is taken as the injected 
number of carbon particles. The hydrogen particle flux is taken to be 
four times the carbon neutral-particle flux. 

The energy of the injected hydrogen particles is forced to be taken 
as the same value as the re-cycling neutral particles, since our code 
includes only one energy spectrum for the cold-neutral-particle flux 
into the plasma. However, since the increase in proton and electron 
density with the injection is small and the re-cycling process is fast, 
this assumption will not change the impurity behaviour appreciably. 
For the influx of neutral impurity particles, our code includes two 
energy spectra and we can take the room temperature for the injected 
neutral carbon particles. Since the injected neutral impurities are 
ionized mostly in the outer-edge region and the re-cycling process is 
very fast, the computed result is not changed appreciably with injection 
energy below 2 eV. 

Fig.9(1) Calculated re-arrange
ment of CV density profiles after 
methane injection. The accumulation 
still continues at 12 ms. 

CASE (a) 
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3.3.2.2 The Case with In1ec.tion 

In the methane gas injection ca1cu1ation， we add the injected 

neutra1-partic1e f1ux to the recyc1ing f1ux as not巳dprevious1y. We 

take a triangu1ar gas pu1se of 1.5 ms duration， which approximate1y 
fits the measurement. 

In the present ca1cu1ation， the same amount as is succ.essfu11y 

introduc.ed into the discharge in the experiment is taken as the injec&ed 

number of carbon part1c1es. The hydrogen particle flux is taken to be 

four times the carbon neutra1-partic1e f1ux. 

The energy of the injected hydrogen partic1es 1s forced to be taken 

as the same value as the re-cyc1ing neutra1 partic1es， since our code 
includes on1y one energy spectrum for the c.o1d-neut~a1-partic1e f1ux 

into the p1asma. However， since the increase in proton and e1ectron 

density with the injection 1s smal1 and the re-cyc1ing process is fast， 
this assumption wi11 not change the ~mpurity behaviour appreciab1y. 

For the inf1四 ofneutral impurity partic1es， our code inc1udes two 
energy spectra and we can take the room temperature for the injected 

neutra1 carbon partic1es. Since the injected neutra1 impurities are 

ionized most1y in the outer-edge region and the re-cyc1ing process is 

very fast， the computed resu1t is not changed appreciab1y with injection 
energy below 2 eV. 

Fig.9(1) Ca1cu1ated re-arrange-
ment of CV density profi1es after 
methane injection. The accumulation 
sti11 continues at 12 ms. 
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Fig.9(2) Calculated evolutions of 
volume emission of CIII 2297 A 
and CV 2271 A after methane injection. 

With the-above noted procedure, three diffusion model cases as 
previously examined are carried out: 

(a) Neoclassical diffusion: With the gas injection, the injected 
neutral carbon atoms penetrate about 1 cm into the plasma before being 
ionized. The ionization process continues as the ions are lost or 
transported towards the central region of the plasma. In Fig. 9 (1), 
the calculated evolution of the density profile of CV is shown. It 
shows that the ions present in the peripheral region at 8 or 9 ms are 
collected towards the central region rather gradually, and this inward 
diffusion still continues at 12 ms. 

A slight increase that can be found at the centre at 8 ms does not 
show the penetration of the injected impurities, but- the still prevail
ing rearrangement .of the radial profile near the central region. It 
takes a much longer time to reach the exact equilibrium state for the 
neoclassical diffusion case than for the anomalous case, especially in 
the central region. 

A large discrepancy with the experimental results is found in the 
time development of the 'CIII line emissivity. As is shown in Fig. 9 (2), 
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with the injection, the photon signal rises rapidly and then declines 
soon after the period of finishing the injection. This is due to the 
strong inward diffusion of the carbon ions. In the injection phase, 
the CIII line emissivity grows up to 7 x 1011* photons*cm~3«s-1 at 8 ms, 
and then decreases to 5 x 1 0 ) 3 photons•cm" 3•s - 1 at 12 ms. In 2271 A 
emission, we also find a discrepancy, i.e. strong increase in the central 
region is still observed at 12 ms, although in the experiment the 
penetration is accomplished before this period. Thus, all the computed 
results are much different from the experimental observations. 

(b) Neoclassical + anomalous diffusion; In this case, the diffusion 
velocity of the carbon ions of the j-th state is predicted to be (only 
dominant terms are shown): 

, 3n. Z. 8n 
V - - D — T ^ + D -iy-E-j a n. or c n dr J P 

Thus, the self-spreading term by anomalous diffusion is dominant, 
so that more rapid penetration into the central region than in Case (a) 
is expected. Figure 10 (1) shows the calculated time development of CV 
density distribution after the injection. At 2 ms after the beginning 

e 

"o 

4 
Fig.10(1) Calculated re-arrangement 
of CV density profiles after methane 
injection. The arrangement is 
almost accomplished at 10 ms. 
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with the injection， the photon signa1 rises rapid1y and then dec1ines 
soon after the period of finishing the injection. This is due to the 

strong inward diffusion of the carbon ions. In the injection phase， 
the CIII 1ine emissivity grows Up to 7 X 101匂 photons・αn-3・S-1at 8 ms， 
朗 dthen decreases to 5 X 1013 photonsocm-3・S-1at 12 ms. In 2271 A 
emission， we a1so find a discrepancy， i.e. strong increase in the centra1 
region i8 sti11 observed at 12 ms， a1though in the experiment the 
penetration 1s accomp1ished before this period. Thus， a11 the computed 

resu1ts ~re much different from the experimenta1 observations. 

(b) Neoc1assica1 + ano四alousd.iffusion: 工nthis case， the diffusion 
velocity of the carbon 10ns of the j-th state 1s pred1cted to be (only 
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Z. Cln 
V. z - D 1-"ユ + D iT旦

a n. dr c n dr 
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官lUS，the se1f-spreading term by anoma10us diffusion is dominant， 

so that more rapid penetration into the centra1 region than in Case (a) 

is e却 ected. Figure 10 (1) shows the ca1cu1ated time deve10pment of CV 

density distribution after the injection. At 2 ms after the beginning 
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of CV density profi1es after methane 
臼ljection. The arrangement is 
a1most accomp1ished at 10 ms. 
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Fig.10(2) Calculated evolutions of 
volume emission of CIII 2297 A and 
CV 2271 A after the methane injection. 

r (cm) 

of the injection, a large portion of the injected carbon atoms spreads 
towards the central region, and, at 10 ms, a new equilibrium state is 
almost established. In Fig. 10 (2), the time development of the radial 
photon emission profiles is shown. Good agreement with the experimental 

o 
observations is found. The 2297 A line emission suddenly rises with the 
injection and then stays in steady state at 9 ms. A little overshoot in 
the emissivity within the injection period (at 8 ms) is probably due to 
the difference from the experiment in more detailed gas injection 
process or recycling process. 
(c) Anomalous diffusion: Figure 11 shows the computed photon inten

sity profile with the injection. Similarly to the previous study of the 
steady-state case, the calculation shows almost the same results as in 
Case (b). As has been noted in the steady-state case, in the course 
of the penetration, a tendency of flattening in the profile of carbon 
ions and intense re-cycling are found. 
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Fig.lO(2) Ca1cu1ated evo1utiQns of 
vo1ume ewission of CII工 2297A and 
CV 2271 A after the methane injection. 
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towards the centra1 region， and， at 10 ms， a new equi1ibrium state is 

a1most estab1ished. 工nFig. 10 (2)， the time deve10pment of the radia1 
photon emission profi1es is shown. Good agreement with the experimenta1 。
observations is found~ The 2297 A 1ine emission sudden1y rises with the 
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the emissivity within the injection period (at 8 ms) is probab1y due to 
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3.4 Discussion 

In studying discharges with and without injection, we see that it is 
necessary to add an anomalous diffusion to the neoclassical one in order 
to explain the impurity behaviour. Besides the already noted possible 
anomalous processes that cause a strong spreading effect, we must take 
into account the spreading effect due to collisions with metal impuri
ties as is expected from neoclassical impurity transport theory. 

As noted previously, in the present discharge, a maximum contami
nation of 1 % by metal impurities is estimated, although its exact 
amount and radial distribution are not known. Including metal impuri
ties of charge Z..., density N..., and mass HL. (m /BL, « 1 ) , the radial 
flux of carbon ions of the j-th state is given by 

n, Z * faT 3n 
r, = -[D + D (1 + 1-7^- E -£-£- + /-£ f„ <Z„2>)] TT 
i l a c /2m n Jm M TI " 8r -' P P V p 

+ D 
Z.n., 8n i .1 
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Fig.11 Calculated evolutionsoof 
volume ewission of CIII 2297 A and 
CV 2271 A after methane injection. 
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anomalous processes that cause a strong spreading effect， we must take 
into account the spreading effect due to co11isions with metal impuri-

ties as is expected from neoclassica1 impurity transport theory. 

noted previous1y， in the present discharge， a maximum contami-

nation of 1 % by meta1 impurities is estimated， a1though its exact 

amount and radia1 distribution are not known. Inc1uding meta1 impuri-

ties of charge ZMj' density NMj， and mass ~ (mp/~ << 1)， the radia1 
f1ux of carbon ions of the j-th state is given by 
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where 

TI EN^ M Mj p 

and m is the mass of the carbon atom, c 
Thus, neoclassical theory predicts an additional spreading diffu

sion and also predicts inward or outword diffusion of carbon ions, its 
sign being given by the gradient term of the metal impurity density. 

If we take f M and < zA > so that f < zA > ~ 1 and assume that the 
density gradient of the metal impurity is of the order of that of the 
protons, the spreading term is considered to be rather important. In 
this case, the spreading effect due to collisions with metal ions is 
larger by a factor of /m /m than that with the protons. In the present 
plasma, the parameter D /D is approximately 10, so that 0.1 /(m /m ) 
(~ 0.35) of the spreading strength by the anomalous diffusion which we 
have considered is expected to be due to collisions with metal impurities. 

If only neoclassical diffusion including speading diffusion due to 
collisions with metal impurities were considered, the results would 
change by roughly a factor of 3, i.e. impurity confinement time and 
radial penetration time of the injected impurity should be increased by 
a factor of three. It cannot be allowed within the accuracy of the 
present experiment: confinement time within a factor of two, radial 
penetration time within 30 %. Thus, the spreading effect due to colli
sions with metal impurities is not sufficient for an explanation, and 
anomalous diffusion must be considered. 

3.5 Conclusion 

We have injected a pulse of methane gas into the DIVA tokamak and 
measured the transient radial diffusion of injected carbon ions across 
the whole minor radius. The major part of the injected impurity was 
shielded by the outer-edge plasma, i.e. only 20 % of the injected carbon 
were introduced into the discharge. 3 ms after the injection, the 
radial penetration was accomplished, the accumulation doubled and the 
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where 

:EN. _ _ z:._ 
〈弘2>→rL， 

and m is the mass of the carbon atom. 
c 

f" = :EN... / n M --"Mj' --p 

Thus， neoclassical theory predicts an additional spreading diffu-
sion and a150 predicts inward or outword diffusion of carbon ions， its 
sign being given by the gradient term of the meta1 impurity density. 
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have considered is expected to be due to collisions with metal impurities. 

工fonly neoclassical diffusion including speading diffusion due to 

col1isions with meta1 impurities were considered， the resu1ts wou1d 
change by roughly a factor of 3， i.e. impurity confinement time and 
radia1 penetration time of the injected impurity should be increased by 

a factor of three. It cannot be allowed within the accuracy of the 

present experiment: confinement time within a factor of two， radia1 
penetration time within 30 %. Thus， the spreading effect due to co11i-

sions with meta1 impurities is not sufficient for an explanation， and 
anomalous diffusion must be considered. 

3.5 Conclusion 

We have injected a pu1se of methane gas into the DIVA tokamak and 

measur巴dthe transient radial diffusion of injected carbon ions across 

the wh01e minor radius. The major part of the injected impurity was 

shielded by the outer-edge plasma， i.e. only 20 % of the injected carbon 

were introduced into the discharge. 3 ms after the injection， the 
radia1 penetration was accomp1ished， the accumu1ation doub1ed and the 
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new steady state was sustained over the period of proton confinement time. 
The transient radial diffusion process of injected carbon was compared 
with calculations by using a transient code which includes diffusion, 
ionization, recombination and re-cycling processes. The behaviour of 
the carbon impurity along the whole minor radius is well described by 
assuming perfect re-cycling at the gold-plated shell surface and by 
using neoclassical diffusion superposed by anomalous proton diffusion. 
It is shown that the radial transport of impurity ions is strongly 
influenced by anomalous process. The calculated result indicates that 
carbon ions are dominantly lost in the He-like state. 
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4. IMPURITY SHIELDING AND SWEEPING-OUT BY THE DIVERTOR 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the following two fundamental divertor actions on 
the impurity are investigated: shielding of the impurity influx, and 
sweeping-out the impurity ions diffusing from the main plasma into the 
burial chamber. For this purpose we have injected a pulse of methane 
gas and a short burst of aluminum into DIVA plasma at the farthest point 
from the divertor. Radial diffusion process across the scrape-off 
layer, and the parallel excursion along the scrape-off field lines into 
the burial chamber of the injected impurity ions, are investigated with 
visible and vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopies. 

In Section 4.2, the experimental arrangement Is presented. In 
Section 4.3, comparison of the accumulation of the injected impurity in 
discharges with and without divertor are presented. In Section 4.4, 
observation of the parallel excursion of the injected impurity Ions 
along the scrape-off field lines is presented. In Section 4.5, the 
experimental results are discussed. The conclusion is presented in 
Section 4.6. 

4.2 Experimental Set-Up and Discharge Conditions 

In the present experiment, the toroidal field is fixed at 20 kG, 
and no titanium is flashed in the burial chamber. 

Figure 1 shows the positions of CHi, and aluminium injections and 
the arrangement of the three taonochromators. The monochromator system 
1 (M. 1) consists of 1) a 3-m grazing-incidence vacuum monochromator 
calibrated by means of the atomic branching ratio method, and 2) a 
visible and UV monochromator calibrated by means of a standard tungsten 
ribbon lamp and a standard NBS-UV hydrogen discharge, lamp. In a 
section placed at 45° from the gas inlet in the toroidal direction, 
this system allows a shot-to-shot vertical scan with a space resolution 
of 1 cm (VUV) and 1.6 cm (visible and UV). 

The monochromator 2 (M.2) is a non-calibrated 1-m Czerny-Temer-
type vacuum monochromator, which is placed 135° from the gas inlet. 
By scanning an aluminium mirror horizontally, the line emission from 
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Fig.l Cross-sectional view of DIVA tokamak and experimental arrangement 
showing the position of methane and aluminium injections and sight 
paths of three tnonochromators. A pulse of methane is injected 
with a fast-acting gas valve. A short burst of aluminium is 
produced by means of high-power laser irradiation on an aluminized 
glass glide. In diverted discharges, 30 % of the particle flux 
and 70-80 % of the heat flux diffusing from the main plasma are 
guided into the burial chamber. In non-diverted discharges, no 
particle and heat flux into the burial chamber is observed. 

plasma in the burial chamber and in the inner half of the main plasma 
is measured with a space resolution of 2 cm. 

For an easy comparison of the amounts of injected impurities 
accumulated, discharges with identical electron temperatures and 
densities are desirable. For the same plasma current, the same toroi
dal field and the same average electron density, the electron tempera
ture profiles differ widely in discharges with and without divertor, 
because the divertor increases the maximum electron temperature and 
broadens the radial temperature profile [1], For this reason, dis
charges with and without divertor, into which the impurities are 
injected, are set up under the following conditions: for diverted 
discharges, the plasma current I p = 30 kA, and the ratio of the divertor 
hoop to the plasma current Io/Ip = 1.56; for non-diverted discharges 
we have I p = 40 kA and I D/I p = 0.46. 

With the help of a 2-mm and a 5-channel 4-mm microwave interfer
ometer, the line-integrated electron density profile is measured. The 
electron temperature profile is measured by means of Thomson scattering 
and the saft-X-ray energy spectrum. Figure 2 shows the time develop-
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Fig.1 Cross-sectiona1 view of D1VA tokamak and experimenta1 arrangement 
showing the position of methane and a1uminium injections and sight 
paths of three monochromators. A pu1se of methane is injected 
with a fast-acting gas va1ve. A short burst of a1uminium is 
produced by means of high-power 1aser irradiation on an a1uminized 
glass glide. 1n diverted discharges， 30 % of the particle flux 
and 70-80 % of the heat f1ux diffusing frOffi the main p1asma are 
guided into the buria1 chamber. 1n non-diverted discharges， no 
particle and heat flux into the buria1 chamber is observed. 

plasma in the burial chamber and in the inner ha1f of the main plasma 

is measured with a space resolution of 2 cm. 

For an easy comparison of the amounts of injected impurltles 

accumulated， discharges wlth ldentlca1 e1ectron tem?eratures and 
densitles are desirab1e. For the same plasma current， the same toroi-

da1 fle1d and the same average e1ectron density， the e1ectron tempera-

ture profi1es differ wide1y in discharges with and without divertor， 
because the divertor increases the maximum e1ectron temperature and 

broadens the radia1 temperature profi1e [1]. For this reason. dis-

charges with and without divertor， into which the impurities are 

injected， are set up under the fo11owing conditions: for diverted 
discharges. th邑 p1asmacurrent 1p 30 kA， and the ratio of the divertor 

hcop to the p1asma current 1D/1p 1.56; for non-diverted discharges 

we have 1_ 40 kA and 1n/1_ 0.46. D'.Lp 

With the he1p of a 2-mm and a 5-channe1 4・・・'mmmicrowave interfer-

ometer. the 1ine-integrated e1ectron density profi1e is measured. The 

e1ectron temperature profl1e is ~easured by means of Thomson scattering 

and the saft-X-ray energy spectrum. Figure 2 shows the t1me deve1op-
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Fig.2 Time development of plasma current Ip, plasma loop voltage VL, and 
line-integrated electron density /nedJt at R " 60 cm for discharges 
with and without divertor. 

ment of I p, the plasma loop voltage V^ and the line-integrated electron 
density at R = 60 cm in discharges with and without divertor. Figure 3 
shows the radial electron temperature profiles and line-integrated 
electron density profiles along the major radius for both discharges 
at the current plateau when the impurities are injected. The peak ion 
temperatures in both discharges are 200-240 eV. 

In diverted discharges, the separatrix magnetic surface is located 
at about 1.5 cm from the shell surface [2], and 30 % of the particle 
flux and 70-80 % of the heat flux diffusing from the main plasma are 
guided into the burial chamber. The scrape-off plasma parameters in 
the burial chamber are: the peak density in the vertical profile 
measured by a Langmuir probe is A x 1 0 1 2 cm - 3, the peak electron tem
perature measured by a Faraday cup [3] is 60-70 eV, the ion temperature 
obtained by Doppler broadening is 80 eV (CV), 40 eV (CIV), and, 
measured by a Faraday cup, 60 eV. In non-diverted discharges, no 
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density at R = 60 cm in discharges with and without divertor. Figure 3 

shows the radial e1ectron temperature profiles and line-integrated 

electron density profiles along the major radius for both discharges 

at the current plateau when the impurities are injected. 百lepeak ion 

temperatures in both discharges are 200-240 eV. 

In diverted discharges， the separatrix magnetic surface is located 

at about 1.5 cm fr咽 theshell surface [2]， and 30 % of the particle 

flux and 70-80 % of the heat flux diffusing from the ~ain plasma are 

guided .into the bur1al chamber. The scrape-off plasma parameters 1n 

the buria1 chamber are: the peak density in the vertical prof11e 

measured by a Langmuir probe is 4 X 1012 cm- 3 • the peak electron tem-

perature measured by a Faraday cup [3] is 60・70eV， the ion t回 .perature

obtained by Doppler broadening is， 80 eV (CV)， 40 eV (CIV)， and. 
measured by a Faraday cup.， 60 eV. In non岨 diverteddischarges， no 
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Fig.3 Electron temperature profiles along minor radius, and line-
integrated electron density profiles along major radius in 
discharges with (solid lines) and without (dotted lines) divertor 
at the current plateau. 

particle and heat fluxes into the burial chamber are observed. 
The particle confinement time obtained from the ion saturation 

current to the shells and the burial chamber wall is 2 ms for both 
discharges. 

Figures 4 shows the radial profiles of the line radiations from 
the intrinsic carbon ions at the current plateau. Solid lines and 
dotted lines indicate discharges with and without the divertor, 

. . • • • * ' o 

respectively. These Abel-inverted volume emissions of CVI 33.7 A, 
CV 2270.9 A, CIII 2296.9 A are obtained by Scanning the M.l vertically 
and neglecting the non-circular effect. 

Figure 4 shows that, in diverted discharges, the intensity of 
lines from CIII is reduced by 30 % and that from CV and CVI by a 
factor of 2 compared to the non-diverted discharges. . The line inten
sities from the CIII ions, which are ,,!it»urnt"' much more rapidly than the 
time required for their cross-field diffusion, represent the influx of 
carbon atoms at the outer plasma edge. Therefore, it appears that the 
impurity influx at the plasma edge is 30 % smaller, and the accumula
tion of higher ionized impurities in the main plasma is reduced to 
half of its value by the divertor action. This situation is similar 
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integrated electron density profiles along major radius in 
discharges with (solid lines) and without (dotted lines) divertor 
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particle and heat fluxes into the burial chamber are observed. 

The particle.confinement time obtain邑dfrom the ion saturation 

current to the shells and the burial chamber wall is 2 ms for both 

discharges. 

Figures 4 shows the radial profiles of the line radiations from 

the intrinsic carbon ions at the current plateau. Solid lines and 

dotted lines indicate discharges with and without the divertor， 
。

respectively. These Abel-inv巴rted'volume emis'sloIls of CVI 33.7 A， 
。

CV 2270.9 A， CIII 2296.9 A are obtained by scanning the M.l vertically 

and neglecting the non-circular effect. 

Figure 4 shows that， in diverted discharges， the inten8ity of 
lines from CIII is reduced by 30 % and that from CV and CVI by a 

factor of 2 compared to the non-diverted discharges.‘The line inten-

sities. from the CIII ions， which a士e!!.burnt"， much more rap1dly than the 

time required for their cross-field diffusion， repr邑sentthe influx of 

carbon atoms at the outer plasma edge. Therefore， it appear8 ttat .the 

impurity influx at the plasma edge is 30 % smaller， and the accpmula-
tion of higher ionized impurities in the ma1n plasma 1s reduced to 

half of it8 value by the.d1vertor act1on. This situat10n i8 81担ilar
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Fig.4 Comparison of line emissivities from ionization states of 
intrinsic carbon ions for discharges with and without divertor. 
In diverted discharges, line intensities from oxygen (0V 630 A, 
OVI 1032 X, OVII 21,6 A) and metal impurities (pseudo-continuum) 
are also reduced by . factor 2 to 3 with respect to non-diverted 
discharges. 

to one where oxygen and metal impurities are present in the discharge, 
O 

i.e. in a diverted discharge; line intensities from oxygen (OV 630 A, 
OVI 1032 A, OVII 21.6 A) and metal impurities (pseudo-continuum emis
sion in the range from 45 A to 250 A [4]) are reduced by factor of 2 
to 3 with respect to the non-diverted discharge. 

Impurities are injected at 5 to 6 ms into the discharge in the 
following manner: by using a magnetically fast-acting gas valve, 
6.3 x 1 0 1 7 methane molecules are injected, with a pulse duration of 
1.5 ms, through the gas inlet placed at the point farthest from the 
divertor. 

A short burst of neutral aluminium atoms with a velocity of 5 * 10 5 

cm-s - 1 is produced by irradiating a 0.2-ym-thick aluminized glass slide 
with a 2.6-mm-diameter focused high-power laser spot size. The glass 
slide is located 6 cm from the outer plasma edge. The velocity of the 
neutral atoms is deduced from that of the aluminium plasma [5] measured 
with two Langmuir probes placed in front of the glass slide. Estimated 
4±2 x 1 0 1 6 atoms, probably including some fraction in the form of 
clusters [6], are directed obliquely to the outer-edge magnetic surface 
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discharges. 

Fig.4 

to one where 0まygenand meta1おnpuritiesare present in the discharge， 
i.e. in a diverted discharge; 1ine intensiti邑sfrom oxygen (OV 630 A， 

白 。
OVI 1032 A， OVII 21.6 A) and meta1 impurities (pseudo-continuum emis-

。。
sion in the range from 45 A to 250 A [4]) are reduced by factor of 2 

to 3 with respect to the non-diverted discharge. 

Impurities are injected at 5 to 6 ms into the discharge in the 

fo110wing manner: by using a magnetica11y fast-acting gas va1ve， 
6.3 X 1017 methane m01ecu1es are injected， with a pulse duration of 

1.5 ms， through the gas in1et p1aced at the point farthest from the 

divertor. 

A short burst of neutra1 a1uminium atoms with a ve10city of 5 x 105 

cm.s-1 is produced by irradiating a 0.2-~m-thick a1l早ninizedg1ass s1ide 

with a 2.6-mm-diameter focused high-power 1aser spot size. The g1ass 

slide is 10cated 6 cm from the outer p1asma edge. 官leve10city of the 

neutral atoms is deduced from that of the a1uminium p1asma [5] measured 

with two Langmuir probes p1aced in front of the g1ass s1ide. Estimated 

4~2 X 1016 atoms， probab1y inc1uding some fraction in the form of 
c1usters [61. are directed ob1ique1y to the outer-edge magnetic surface 
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through a shell gap. The reproducibility of the aluminium injection, 
deduced from the increase of line emission from the injected aluminium 
ions in the plasma, lies within 10 %. 

The injected impurity atoms penetrate into the plasma before they 
are ionized. The ionization process continues as the ions move rapidly 
along the field lines and, less rapidly, move across them. The trans
port of the injected carbon ions towards the central region of the main 
plasma is observed by M.l and M.2, and that into the burial chamber is 
observed by M.2. 

4.3 Accumulation of the Injected Impurities in 
Discharges with and without Divertor 

4.3.1 Methane Injection 

With methane injection into the diverted discharge, the increase 
in plasma resistivity and the total radiation loss measured by a pyro-
electric detector [4] are small and less than 15 %. The electron 
density increases by 15 % and the electron temperature of the main 
plasma column decreases by 10 %. Since the changes in the plasma 
parameters are slight, the increase in impurity accumulation with 
injection is proportional to that of the line intensity. This situa
tion does not change in non-diverted discharges with a methane injection 
of the same amount. 

Figure 5 shows the time development of the increase in line 
intensities from C H I , CV, CVI for both discharges with methane injec
tions of the same amount. Solid lines refer to discharges with and 
dotted ones to discharges without the divertor. 

Figure 5a shows the injection phase, 1 ms after the gas valve is 
opened. Almost the same increase in the C H I line emission in both 
discharges indicates the same amount of additional carbon influx into 
the plasma edge. This is consistent with the same amount of injected 
carbon atoms. Figure 5b represents the situation at 2 ms. It shows 
the radial penetration phase of the injected impurity towards the 
central region of the plasma. An increase in the CV line emission for 
both discharges with and without divertor indicates that the impurity 
influx into the main plasma column is reduced to half to its value by 
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the divertor action. 
Figure 5c refers to 4 ms when the radial penetration is accom

plished. The CVI and CV line emissions are reduced to half of their 
values in the diverted discharge. 

These observations make it clear that the radial impurity influx 
towards the plasma centre is reduced during the ionization process 
from CIII to CV by the divertor action. This is apparently due to the 
magnetic channelling of the scrape-off plasma into the burial chamber 
and suggests that half of the inward carbon flux is guided into the 
burial chamber at an ionization state around CIV. 

At 4 ms in Fig. 5, the peak densities of the increased carbon ions 
along the minor radius are: CIII ~ 9 x 1 0 1 0 cm - 3, CV ~ 2 x 1 0 1 1 cm - 3, 
which are calculated by using the modified coronal model for Be- and 
He-like ions [7], and CVI ~ 1.7 x 1 0 1 1 cm" 3, which is calculated by 
using the coronal model and employing the excitation rate coefficient 
given in Ref. [8]. The ionization time Tj of CVI in the central region 
is -0.3 ms [9]. Therefore, the injected carbon ions are dominantly in 
the fully stripped state CVII at this time. On the assumption that 
the increase in n e with methane injection is due to stripping of ten 
electrons from each of the injected methane molecules, increase of 
15 % in the electron density, for a total number of 3.5 x 1 0 1 8 , indi
cates that the total number of accumulated carbon ions is 5.3 x 1 0 1 6 . 
By using the CVI density obtained by spectroscopic measurements and 
the CVII density deduced from the increase in n e , a rough estimate of 
the confinement time T of the CVII ions in the central region can be 
obtained: 

T = Tj • CVII/CVI ~ 3 ms 

As a result of the injection of 6.3 x 1 0 1 7 carbon atoms, 8 to 9 % 
of the injected carbon atoms are accumulated in the plasma. This also 
indicates that, for non-diverted discharges, approximately 15-20 X of 
the injected carbon accumulates in the plasma. It appears that a 
shielding effect against the injected impurities is present even in 
non-diverted discharges. A possible interpretation of this phenomenon 
is that a large fraction of the injected particles is trapped near the 
stainless-steel gas outlet, whereas they interact strongly with the 
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the divertor action. 

Figure 5c refers to 4 ms when the radia1 penetration is accom-
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surface at the outer edge of the plasma during the injection phase. 
The rest of the carbon atoms spreads along the field lines, diffuses 
across them and is re-cycled at the gold-plated shell surface. During 
this process at the outer edge, half of the ions are lost into the 
burial chamber in diverted discharges. 

4.3.2 Aluminium Injection 

Since there is no intrinsic content of aluminium ions in the DIVA 
discharges, the aluminium injection with sufficient line intensity from 
the accumulated aluminium ions can be performed with no detectable 
change - above ~ 2 % - in plasma resistivity and electron density. 

Figure 6a shows the time evolution of the line integral (across 
the minor diameter) of photon signals of AIXI 550 A with an aluminium 
injection of the same amount for discharges with and without divertor. 
Figure 6b shows the radial profiles of the corresponding volume emis
sion 3 ms after injection. Solid lines indicate a discharge with and 
dotted ones a discharge without the divertor. 

In both discharges, the signal rises after 600-700 us from laser 
irradiation, reaches its peak value at 3 ms and then decays with a 

o 

3-5 ms time constant. Since AIXI 550 A (An = 0 transition) is insen
sitive to the electron temperature above 20 eV, the signal is pro
portional to neNAixi» where %ixi is the AIXI density. Therefore, the 
increase in intensity in Fig. 6a indicates radial penetration of the 
injected aluminium ions towards the plasma centre, and the decay 
process reflects ionization up to the AIXII state or diffusive loss 
towards the wall. In contrast to the case of carbon injection, the 
signal indicates no continued re-cycling of injected aluminium at the 
wall. As a result, for diverted discharges, the accumulation of 
injected aluminium is reduced by a factor of 3 to 4 compared to non-
diverted discharges. 

The amount of maximum accumulation along the minor radius deduced 
from the line intensity and the excitation rate coefficient given in 
Ref. [8] is 2.3 x 10 9 cm - 3 for diverted discharges. The ionization 
time Tj- of AIXI and AIXII in the central region of the plasma is 0.2 ms 
and 17 ms, respectively, so that the dominant state is expected to be 
AIXII (He-like state). 

Since the line emissivity from the He-like state of the aluminium 
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surface at the outer edge of the plasma during the injection phase. 
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ion is too weak to be detected, the A1XII density is deduced by employ
ing a much higher aluminium contaminat on, with a detectable change in 
n e (An e/n e ~ 7 X) and by assuming that An e = 11 N A I X H - With this, 
and with the spectroscopic measurement of the A1XI density, we obtain 
that N ^ L X H / N A I X I " 22 in the central region. By using this ratio, 
we estimate that roughly 2 x 1 0 2 5 aluminium ions accumulate in the 
diverted discharge. The confinement time T of A1XII ions in the 
central region is T * TI NA1XII^ NA1XI ~ ^ t o -* m s * T n u s » f o r t n e injec
tion of 4(±2) x 1 0 1 6 aluminium atoms, with an uncertainty of a factor 
of 2 to 3, 5 % and 15-20 % of the injected aluminium atoms accumulate 
in the discharge with and without divertor, respectively. 

These results are very similar to those for the case of carbon 
injection. Possible reasons for the small fraction of penetrating 
aluminium atoms, compared with methane, might be oblique injection, 
absence of re-cycling at the wall, or a difference in plasma perturba
tion due to injection. 

4.4 Observation of Parallel Flow of Injected 
Impurities along the Scrape-Off Field Lines 

By scanning the aluminium mirror horizontally in the diverted 
discharge with methane injection, an increase in the line emissions 
from the injected carbon ions in the burial chamber and in the main 
chamber is observed. Figure 7 shows the line-integrated photon emis-
sivity along the two paths indicated in the figure. The solid lines 
indicate the line emissivities from the intrinsic carbon content and 
the dotted lines those from the content of injected carbon atoms. 
In the main plasma, a sudden increase in the CII-CIV line intensities 
indicates the spreading of the injected impurity ions at the outer 
edge of the main plasma. As was discussed in Section 4.3, the increase 
of the CV line intensity mainly indicates cross-field diffusion of the 
injected carbons towards the hot main plasma. 

The appearance of an increase in line emission in the burial 
chamber is rather interesting. The increase of the CII line emission 
is very slight. The time behaviour of the increase in the CIII 2297 A 
line emission is consistent with the waveform of the methane gas pulse 
of 1.5 ms duration. The- largest increase can be found in the CIV line 
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emission. The increase of the CV line emission is not so steep as that 
in the main plasma. 

Figure 8 shows the delay time of the flow front of the injected 
carbons (in CIII state) at the dlvertor throat (R = 46 cm). It shows 
that it takes 300 ± 100 ys to appear in the burial chamber. 

These observations in the burial chamber demonstrate the following 
facts: 

1) The fact that there is no increase in the CII line emission In the 
burial chamber indicates that the observed increase in CIII emission 
is not due to an ionization of the increased neutral carbon atoms in 
the burial chamber caused by something other than injected CHi»; that 
is to say, the injected carbons are ionized successively during their 
poloidal excursion along the scrape-off layer. Part of them reaches 
the burial dumber in the CIII state. 

_L_J I I I I .1 ' ' I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

t U lOO/ tsec) 

Fig.8 Increase in CIII 2297 A* line emission in the burial chamber with 
methane injection. The time delay in the increase with respect 
to the start of the injection represents the time needed for 
poloidal excursion of injected carbon ions along scrape-off field 
lines. 
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2) Although we have not carried out an absolute measurement of the 
various carbon ionization states in this experiment, the signal sug
gests that the injected carbon atoms appear in the burial chamber 
dominantly around the CIV state. 

3) The increase in CV line emission in the burial chamber does not, 
primarily, reflect the direct flow of the injected carbons into the 
burial chamber along the scrape-off field lines, but the guidance of 
the diffusive loss flux of highly ionized ions from the main plasma 
through the scrape-off field lines into the burial chamber. 

Now, it seems that the appearance of an injected impurity flow in 
the CIII-CIV states in the burial chamber corresponds to the vertical 
observations presented in Section 4.3, i.e. half of the injected 
impurity influx disappeared during the successive ionization process 
from CIII to CV. 

In addition to this shielding effect brought about by the divertor, 
we should note the following: 

As a result of methane injection, the carbon content of the main 
plasma is nearly doubled. The loss flux of the carbon ions to the 
shell surface is also doubled. This is shown in Fig. 7. In this 
figure, the CII and CIII line emissivities from the main plasma edge, 
which represent the re-cycling flux at the gold-plated shell surface, 
increase by a factor of two. This can be recognized from the confine
ment properties of the carbon ions (x ~ 3 ms) discussed in Section 4.3. 
Similarly to this impurity loss flux to the shell surface across the 
field lines, the increase of the CV line intensity in the burial 
chamber represents the impurity loss flux in a highly ionized state 
into the burial chamber through the scrape-off field lines, i.e. a 
part of the highly ionized impurity outflux from the main plasma is 
swept out into the burial chamber. 

4.5 Discussion 

In this section, we focus our interest on the transport of injected 
carbon ions along the scrape-off field lines into the burial chamber. 

The electron impact ionization times of the ionization states of 
carbon atoms [9] in a scrape-off plasma of an electron density of 
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n e ~ 2 x 1 0 1 Z cm - 3 and an electron temperature of ~60-70 eV are: 4, 20, 
100 and 400 us for CI, CII, C H I , CIV, respectively. The fact that 
the observed ionization states of the injected carbon atoms in the 
burial chamber are around the CIV state is consistent with the succes
sive ionization process inferred from these ionization times in the 
scrape-off plasma during the 300 ± 100 lis of the poloidal excursion 
time. 

The injected carbon atoms are rapidly ionized (~20-30 \is) up to 
the C H I state at the plasma edge before they can carry out any sub
stantial poloidal excursion. In this ionization state, by collisional 
heat exchange between the ions (Zeff ~ 3), the injected carbon ions 
are heated up to the bulk ion temperature (~40 eV) with a time constant 
of 60 us. 

The thermalized C H I or CIV ions undergo many collisions with the 
bulk ions before they reach the burial chamber at a thermal velocity 
of v t; irqR/vtT ~ 8-15, where T is the impurity-ion collision time and 
q (~5) is the safety factor. Therefore, the diffusion process along 
the scrape-off field lines is dominated by collisional effects. The 
diffusion time needed for the poloidal excursion is (irRq)2/Tvt

2 - 4-8 ms. 
This is longer than was observed experimentally. This seems to attest 
to the existence of strong directional forces towards the burial 
chamber. Since the collisional momentum transfer time in the scrape-off 
plasma is only 60 us, the injected carbon ions should be accelerated 
by the bulk scrape-off plasma flow. 

The flow velocity of the bulk plasma along the scrape-off field 
lines in the burial chamber measured by a one-directional probe [3] is 
0.2-0.5 C s, where C s is the velocity of sound. With this flow velocity, 
the transit time is irRq/0.3 C s ~ 190 us. The observed transit time of 
the injected carbons is well explained by this velocity. In addition 
to this collisional process, the transport process of the impurity 
ions should be affected by the space potential along the scrape-off 
field lines. Impurity transport including the above-mentioned direc
tional forces and atomic processes in the scrape-off layer is under 
investigation by a numerical method; the results will be published 
elsewhere. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

We have injected a pulse of methane gas and a short burst of 
aluminium into DIVA discharges with and without divertor. The results 
are as follows: 

1) For methane and aluminium injection of the same amount, the ac
cumulation of the injected impurity ions in the main plasma is reduced 
by a factor of 2 to 4 by the effect of the divertor. 

2) In the methane injection for the diverted discharge, the radial 
impurity flux towards the main plasma centre is reduced during the 
successive ionization process from CIII to CV. This corresponds to 
the fact that the ionization states of the injected carbon ion flow 
into the burial chamber are around CIV. This represents the impurity 
shielding effect of the divertor. 

3) The impurities shielded in the scrape-off layer are rapidly guided 
into the burial chamber. The time needed for the poloidal excursion 
of the injected impurities in the scrape-off layer is equal to that of 
the scrape-off plasma. 

4) The impurity ion flux of highly ionized states into the burial 
chamber increases with the increase of the impurity content of the 
main plasma. This exhibits the sweeping effect of the divertor, i.e. 
a part of the impurity ions diffusing from the main plasma is swept 
out into the burial chamber through the scrape-off layer. 
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5. PRODUCTION AND CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF METAL IMPURITY 

5.1 Introduction 

As already noted in Chapter 1, divertor reduces the plasma-wall inter
action by guiding the diffusing plasma from the main confinement region 
into the remote burial chamber. Since the sputtering due to the highly 
ionized ions accelerated by the potential drop between the wall and the 
plasma is the dominant process in the mechanisms of the metal•impurity re
lease [1], the important aspects of divertor operation controlling the plasma-
wall interaction are: 1) reducing the impurity flux onto the first wall by 
guiding the diffusing highly Ionized impurity ions from the main plasma into 
the remote burial chamber, 2) reducing the electron temperature of the scrape-
off plasma, which contacts the first wall, due to the large electron heat 
conduction along the scrape-off field lines, because the potential difference 
between the plasma and the material surface is determined by the electron 
temperature. 

In this situation, on the other hand, the material surface which con
tacts a high temperature scrape-off plasma is replaced by a neutralizer 
plate in the burial chamber, and in this case the impurity efflux from the 
neutralizer plate becomes the problem. Therefore it is important to investi
gate the effect of the impurity backflow from the neutralizer plate into the 
main plasma. If the impurity backflow becomes serious and/or the reduction 
of metal impurity production at the first wall with divertor operation is 
not sufficient, then a farther control of plasma wall interaction in the 
burial chamber and main chamber has to be necessary. One of the methods of 
additional control of plasma-wall interaction is cooling the scrape-off 
plasma with light-impurity or cold fuel injection. 

In this chapter these methods controlling the impurity origin are 
experimentally investigated, and then the penetration and confinement proper
ty of metal impurity ions in the plasma is investigated. 

Section 2 presents the outline of metal impurity in the DIVA plasma. 
Section 3 presents the observation of impurity flux onto the main chamber 
wall in discharges with and without divertor, and the impurity backflow from 
the burial chamber to the main plasma. Section 4 presents the suppression of 
metal impurity production at the main chamber wall by cooling the divertor 
scrape-off with light-impurity injection. Section 5 presents the confinement 
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property of metal impurity ions in the plasma. Section 6 presents the dis
cussions on the experimental observation of the radial transport of metal 
impurity ions using an impurity transport code. Conclusions are presented 
in Section 7. 

The experimental set-up is almost the same as was described in the 
previous chapter. In the present experiment, another monochromator and 
aluminum injection system are added. Figure 1 shows the experimental 
arrangement. 

The monochromator M3, is a 1 m visible and UV monochromator. By 
scanning a mirror horizontally, line emission from the divertor throat 
(R * 45 cm, R is the major radius) to the outer edge in the major radius 
(R » 71 cm) can be observed with a space resolution of 1 cm. For studying 
the impurity backflow problem, aluminum injections both into the outer edge 
of the main plasma and the scrape-off plasma in the burial chamber are 
employed. The aluminum is released from small arc tips and injected into 
the plasma along the two chords indicated in the figure. 

SPECTROSCOPE 3 
SHELL 

VACUUM 
CHAMBER 

SPECTROSCOPE 1 

SPECTROSCOPE 2 

MIRROR 

Fig. 1 Experimental arrangement. In the present experiment, the 
monochromator M'3 and aluminum injection into the scrape-off 
plasma in the burial chamber are added to the experimental 
arrangement in the previous chapter. 
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5.2 Outline of the Metal Impurity in the DIVA Plasma 

The r ad ia t ion spectrum emitted from the DIVA plasma has crowded many 
o o 

lines between 40 A to 200 A in 40 kA discharges. The origin of this complex 
radiation spectrum has been believed to be gold [2], which is the surface 
material of the first wall and guard limiters, because when the movable 
shells which are ion-plated with gold is inserted into the scrape-off plasma, 
this many lines and AuII 1800 A radiation increase. This is also confirmed 
from the fact that the emission of many lines (pseudo-continuum emission) 
increases when a small amount of gold is injected into the plasma by using a 
ruby-laser blow-off technique [3J. 

Figure 2 shows the VUV-spectrum at the current plateau of 40 kA dis
charges with (solid line) and without (dotted line) divertor. A microphotometer 

o 

trace of the spectrograph in a wavelength region of 10 to 350 A is 
shown in ref. [4]. In nondiverted discharge the radiation intensity increases 
hy more than a factor of 3 to 4 especially around 100, 140 and 180 A. The 

3 3 
•& i 

o 

175A 

DIVERTOR / ! / * > 
OFF/ 
. « / ON 

4 8 12 16 20 ,'\ 
t ( msec) ' \ 

VUV-Spectrum 

Ip=*40kA, t=10msec 

with Divertor 
without Divertor (x 1/4) 

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
Wavelength ( h ) 

Fig. 2 The wavelength distribution of radiance of the many lines 
(pseudo-continuum emission) emitted from gold ions in discharges 
with (solid line) and without (dotted line) divertor. 
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photon emissivity can be obtained from the absolute sensitivity calibration 
of the grazing-incidence monochromator presented in ref. [5]. Using this 
calibration, the radiation power due to the many lines between 40 to 200 A" 
results in 27 fcW in diverted discharge [6], 

The amount of gold ions accumulated in the discharge is difficult to 
estimate because the lack of atomic data on gold ions. However, using the 
total radiation power emitted from gold ions in coronal equilibrium state 
calculated with average-ion model [7], and the total radiation power obtained 
by summing the photon emissivity in the spectral range between 40 to 200 i, 
we can estimate roughly that the contamination level of gold ions are 0.05% 
and 0.15-0.2% of the electron density in discharges with and without divertor 
respectively. 

5.3 Observations of Impurity Flux onto the Main Chamber Wall and 
Impurity Backflow from the Burial Chamber to the Main Plasma 

It is pointed out in ref. [1] that in the plasma condition of DIVA, 
where the potential difference between the plasma and the vacuum chamber wall 
is 100-300 V (^3'Te, where T e is the electron temperature of the outer edge 
plasma), sputtering by light-impurity or gold ions is the most possible 
candidate causing metal impurity release at the first wall. Divertor has 
the impurity sweeping action that reduces the impurity ion flux diffusing 
from the main plasma onto the main chamber wall, thereby is capable of 
reducing the metal impurity production at the wall caused by ion-sputtering. 
The impurity ion-flow into the burial chamber due to this impurity sweeping 
action is already observed in the previous chapter. In the present experi
ment, we investigate the impurity flux onto the main chamber wall by observ
ing the recycling of impurity ions in the plasma outer edge. 

Before describing the impurity flux onto the wall (shell surface), the 
effect of guard limiters must be noted. In the diverted discharge, three 
guard limiters which are made of gold are inserted at 5. mm from the surface 
of the shell to prevent the surface from the serious damage caused by such 
as high energy electrons. We examine the effect of these guard limiters on 
the plasma contamination by gold. When these guard limiters are extracted 
from the surface of the shells, no changes larger than 10 % in the pseudo-
continuum emission and the plasma loop voltage are observed. This result 
can be recognised from the. following facts: At typical diverted discharge 
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employed in this work where plasma current 30 kA and In/lp = 1.56, the ion 
saturation current falling onto these limiters is only 5 % of the total 
loss flux onto the shell surface, burial chamber wall and guard limiters. 
Furthermore the electrical potential measured with respect to the burial 
chamber are almost the same for three limiters and the shells; between -20 
to -30 V. This exhibits that the ion current density and accelerating electric 
field is the same for limiters and shells, therefore it seems clear that 
gold impurity is mainly released from the surface of the shell. 

From the above noted facts and from the uniformity of ion-saturation 
current falling onto the four sector pieces of shell which are placed in 
toroidal direction within 20 %, we can assume that the plasma-wall interac
tion caused by ions hitting the wall surface is uniform in toroidal 
direction. 

For gaseous impurities, the location in the poloidal plane where the 
highly ionized ions are lost on the chamber wall can be judged by observing 
the line intensity distribution from lower ionized state ions such as Oil 
or Gil in the plasma outer edge, because they make perfect recycling at the 
gold plated shell surface as was observed in chapter 3, and are proportional 
to the recycling flux in the plasma outer edge, and also because their 
excursion in the poloidal plane is small: In the outer edge region of DIVA 
plasma, where T e •*« 70 kV and n e ^5x1ft1 z cm - 3, the mean ionization free path 
along the field lines with a thermal velocity of 40 eV is 60 cm. This 
corresponds to a poloidal excursion of 10 degree in a magnetic surface of 
q ̂ 5 . Unfortunately, the loss flux of gold ions is difficult to observe, 
because the observation of Aul line emission itself includes the impurity 

Fig.3(a) 

1.0 CI 2836.7 A 

DIVERTOR 
ON 

Ip = 40kA 
10 MSEC 
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Fig. 3 Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) distributions of CII and Oil 
line emlssivities in discharges with and without divertor. 
Impurity recycling occurs in the plasma edge region near the 
wall in non-diverted discharge. With operating the divertor, 
the Impurity recycling is reduced near the first wall, and is 
located on the divertor side. 

production caused by all of the possible ions. Therefore in the following 
we will discuss the divertor action controlling the impurity flux onto the 
first wall only for gaseous impurities. 

Figure 3(a) shows the line integrated vertical profile of CII 2836.7 A 
line emission in discharges with (solid lines) and without divertor (dotted 
lines) at the current plateau. It indicates that, in non-diverted discharge, 
impurity recycling occurs in the plasma outer edge-region near the wall, «s 
is observed in ordinary tokamaks. On the other hand, in diverted discharge, 
the impurity recycling is reduced near the wall, and is located at Z^±^ cm. 
This situation is more clarified by the observation of horizontal distribu
tion of the line emission.- Figure 3(b) shows the line integrated horizontal 
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Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) distributions of C11 and 011 
line emissivities in discharges with and without divertor. 
Impurity recyc1ing occurs in the plasma edge region near tbe 
wa11 in non-diverted discbarge. With operating the divertor， 
the impurity recyc1ing is reduced near tbe first wa11， and is 
located on the divertor side. 
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profile of CII 2836.7 X and Oil 4649.1 A line emissions. The figure indicates 
that the loss processes of oxygen and carbon in the outer edge region 
are the same, and they are lost to the divertor side when the divertor is 
operated. It becomes clear that the position of the maximum intensity of 
vertical profile of CII line emission in diverted discharge corresponds to 
that of the divertor throat. It apparently shows that the impurity ions 
diffusing from the main plasma is guided towards the burial chamber with 
the divertor operation. On the other hand, the impurity ions are directly 
lost to the surface of the wall in non-diverted discharge. As a result, 
in the diverted discharge, impurity loss flux onto the main chamber wall is 
reduced, and the impurity loss flux is located on the divertor side. These 
phenomena can be well recognized from the presence of a strong flow of 
impurity ions towards the burial chamber in the scrape-off layer, which is 
presented in the previous chapter. 

Thus although the reduction of impurity flux onto the first wall is 
small due to the small width of scrape-off layer in DIVA, divertor exhibits 
the action reducing the plasma-wall interaction at the main chamber wall. 
The second problem we investigate is the impurity backflow already noted 
in Section 1. In order to investigate the effect of the impurity backflow 
from the niucralizer plate, aluminum injection is performed along chord 1 
and 2 (Fig. 1). Figure 4 shows the experimental result: solid lines with 
injection, dotted line without injection. Injection along chord 2 has no 
effect on the main plasma and, according to spectroscopic measurements of 
A1XI, there is no observable accumulation in the main plasma. However, 
injection along chord 1 has significant effects and results in large dis
ruptions and the breakdown of plasma confinement. These experimental results 
show that the impurity ions in the burial chamber hardly flow back to the 
main chamber along the scrape-off field lines. The amount of accumulation 
of aluminum in the main plasma in the case of injection in the burial 
chamber is only 1/15 of the case of injection in the edge of the main plasma. 
Since 5 % of the aluminum injected into the main plasma, edge accumulates in 
the diverted discharge, which is presented in the previous chapter, this 
experimental result shows that roughly 0.3 % of the aluminum ions injected 
into the scrape-off plasma in the burial chamber accumulate in the main 
plasma due to the impurity backflow. 
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spectroscope 

8 
CHORD 

Al Injection 

Fig. 4 Demonstration of the backflow of the aluminum ions from the 
burial chamber into the main plasma; solid lines Indicate with 
the injections along chords 1 and 2, and dotted line indicates 
the background level of the A1XI 550 A line emission. 

5.4 Suppression of Metal Impurity Production by Cooling 
the Scrapfe-Off Plasma with Light-Impurity Injection, 

According to the property of ion-sputtering yield, it is Important to 
reduce the electron temperature of the scrape-off plasma which contacts the 
material surface, since the potential difference between the plasma and the 
material surface is determined by the electron temperature. Therefore, 
cooling of the outer edge plasma with additional gaseous impurity or cold 
fuel injection is supposed to suppress the production of metal impurity. 

We investigate this cooling effect by employing a methane gas feeding 
of 1.5 msec duration for 30 kA diverted discharge of relatively low n e. 
Figure 5 shows the time development of plasma current I p, plasma loop voltage 
VL» line-averaged electron.density n e and the line integrated radiation power 
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F1g. 4 Des・on8trat1onof the backflow of the aluminum ions from the 
burial chamber into the main plasma; solid lines indicate w1th 
the injections along chords 1 and 2， ~d dotted 11ne indicates 
the background level of the AlXI 550 A line四 iss1on.

5.4 Suppression of Metal Impurity Production by Cooling 

the Scrape-ぽ fPlasma with Light-Impur1ty Inject1on， 

According to the property of ion圃 8putteringyield， 1t is important to 
reduce the electron temperature of the scrape-off plasma whi巳hcontact8 the 

materia1 8urface， since the potential difference between the plasma and the 
materia1 8urfa巴ei8 determined by the electron tempera~ure. Therefore， 
cooling of the outer edge p1a8ma w1th additional gaseou回 impurityor cold 

fuel inject10n 1s supposed to suppress the product1on of metal impurity. 

We inve8tigate this coo1ing effect by employing a methane 8a8 feed1u8 

of 1.5 msec duration for 30 kA diverted discharge of relatively 1叩 ne.

Figure 5 8hows the time developmen宅ofplaBma current Ip， plasma loop voltage 
VL. 1ine-averaged electron.d・neityne and the line integrated rad1ation power 
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Fig. 5 Suppression of metal impurity production by cooling the scrape-
off plasma with light-impurity injection. Time evolutions of 
plasma current Ip, plasma loop voltage VL, line-averaged 
electron density n e, the total radiation power P r, the line 
integral (across the minor diameter) of photon signals of 175 A 
(bandwidth 1 A), Aul 2675.9 A line emission near the divertor 
throat (R = 48 cm), the floating potential of the shell with 
respect to the vacuum chamber Vf, and the electron temperature 
of the scrape-off plasma at 5 mm from the shell surface at the 
divertor throat with (solid line) and without (dotted lines) 
methane injection (M.I.)* The cooling of the scrape-off plasma 
effectively suppresses the gold impurity production at the first 
wall by reducing the ion-sputtering yield, thereby reduces the 
accumulation of gold ions in the discharge. 
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Fig. 5 Suppression of metal impurity production by cooling the scrape-
off plasma with light-impurity injection. Time evolutions of 
plasma current Ip， plasma loop voltage VL' line-averaged 
electron density五e. the total radiation power Pr， the line 内

integral (acrgss the minor d~ameter) of photon signals of 175 A 
(bandwidth 1 A)， AuI 2675.9 A line邑missionnear the divertor 
throat (R = 48 cm)， the floating potential of the shell with 
respect to the vacuum chamber Vf' and the electron temperature 
of the scrape-off plasma at 5 mm from the shell surface at the 
divertor throat with (solid line) and without (dotted lines) 
methane injection (M.I.). The cooling of the scrape-off plasma 
effectively suppresses the gold impurity production at the first 
wall by reducing the ion-sputtering yield， thereby reduces the 
accumulation of gold ions in the discharge. 
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P r in discharges with and without methane gas feeding. With the gas feeding 
the electron density increases 40 %. The changes in plasma resistivity and 
radiation loss are small and less than 20 Z. Figure 5 also shows the changes 
with the gas feeding in the line integral (across the minor diameter) of 
photon signal of 175 A (bandwidth 1 A ) , Aul 2675.9 A line emission near the 
divertor throat (R » 48 cm), floating potential of the shell with respect 
to the vacuum chamber and the electron temperature of the scrape-off plasma 
at 5 mm from the first wall at the divertor throat measured with a Langmuir 
probe. Figure 6 shows the horizontal profile of vertically integrated line 
emission of Aul 2675.9 A. It shows the horizontal distribution of the 
intensity of gold generation at the wall surface. The solid line indicates 
the gold generation in the discharge without methane injection, and the dotted 
line indicates that at 2 msec after starting the methane injection. With 
the gas feeding, the impurity generation at the whole surface of the first 
wall is suppressed. Also at this time the outer edge of the scrape-off 
plasma is cooled down by a factor of 2, thereby the reduction of potential 
difference between the plasma and the first wall occurs. This appears that 
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Fig. 6 Horizontal profiles of line integrated photon emissivity of Aul 
2675.9 A in diverted discharge. It shows the horizontal distri
bution of gold impurity production at the first wall., Cooling 
of the scrape-off plasma with methane injection reduces the 
iftpurity production over the whole surface of the shell. 
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the observed reduction of impurity generation with the gas feeding is 
attributed to the reduction of ion-sputtering yield by reducing the potential 
difference (sheath potential) between the plasma and the first wall. As 
previously noted, since the ion currents onto the four sector pieces of shell 
are almost the same within 20 % in toroidal direction, the change in the Aul 
line emission at the observed position proportionally corresponds to that 
of the total gold influx into the plasma. 

With the gas feeding the radiation from the gold ions in the plasma 
center is reduced by 30 %. It is expected that this reduction is attributed 
to the reduction of impurity influx (generation). There can be, however, 
other aspects to explain this result, i.e. the reduction of the metal 
impurity contamination by cold gas injection may be due to the enhanced 
shielding action and/or pumping-out due to the neoclassical impurity trans
port process, which is caused by the change in the radial density profile 
of protons or light-impurities. 

In order to clarify this problem, accumulations are compared in dis
charges with and without gas feeding for a same amount ot aluminum injection. 
Figure 7 shows the experimental result. The observation of the A1XI 550 A 
line emission from the plasma center results in a less than 10 % reduction 
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Fig. 7 Accumulations of injected aluminum ions with and without methane 
injection. This simulation experiment makes it clear that the 
reduction of gold accumulation with the methane injection is not 
due to a change in the transport of gold ions, but the reduction 
of gold influx from the wall. 
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Accumulations of injected aluminum ions with and without methane 
injection. This simulation experiment makes it c1ear that the 
reduction of gold accurnulation with the rnethane injection is not 
due to a change in the tr田 sportof gold ions， but the reduction 
of gold inf1ux from th巴 wall.
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of the aluminum accumulation with gas feeding. Judging from these simulation 
experiments, impurity transport does not change essentially. It is con
cluded that the observed reduction of the metal impurity ions in the plasma 
is mainly attributed to the reduction of impurity influx by cooling the 
scrape-off plasma. 

5.5 Confinement Property of Metal Impurity Ions in the Discharge 

After the metal impurity, which is released from the wall, penetrates 
into the main plasma, the transport across the minor radius becomes the 
problem. In this section, the confinement property of metal impurity ions 
in the discharge is investigated by observing the diffusion process of 
pulsively injected metal impurity ions. 

For the first experimental evidence, gold is released from the 
shell surface by pulsively biasing the shell negatively with respect to the 
plasma. With the negative bias, as is expected from the ion-sputtering 
yield property, gold is easily released due to the sputtering by the ions 
accelerated in the applied electric field at the surface of the shell. The 
experiment is performed in the following discharge conditions; line-averaged 
electron density lxlO 1 3 cm - 3, toroidal field 10 kG and plasma current 14 kA. 
Typical plasma parameters of this discharge are: peak electron temperature 
200-250 eV, peak ion temperature 70 eV, energy confinement time 0.7 msec, 
and particle confinement time 1 msec. 

In this discharge, which is conditioned so that the plasma contamination 
by the light-impurity is suppressed to small, the radiation power measured 
with the pyro-electric detector is strictly proportional to the total 
radiation power emitted from the gold ions in the whole wavelength range 
between 120 to 250 A. Moreover, both of the.measured radiation power, 
calibrated by using the radiation from highly resistive discharges and by 
means of the atomic branching ratio method respectively, coincide within a 
factor of 2 [8]. 

The gold is released at the current plateau of the discharge. Figure 8 
shows the time developments of the ion current onto the shell, radiation 

o 

intensity at 180 A in the pseudo-continuum emission, and the total radiation 
power measured with the pyro-electric detector, which are observed along the 
major chord of the minor radius. After the gold injection the radiation in 
tha whole wavelength range between 120-250 A increases and then declines. The 
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Fig. 8 Time development of the 
accumulation of gold ions with 
pulsed gold injection by biasing the 
shell negatively with respect to the 
scrape-off plasma; ion current to 
the shell, line-integrated total 
radiation power measured with pyro-
electric detecter, and the radiation 
of many lines at 182 A emitted from 
gold ions. 
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dotted line in Fig. 9 shows the increase of the pseudo-continuum emission 
2 msec after starting the injection. The time development in the radial 
penetration of the radiation is measured by scanning the pyro-electric 
detector vertically with a space resolution of 2 cm, which is shown in Fig. 
10. Since the intensity of the radiation emitted from various ionization 
states of gold ions is almost independent on the electron temperature in 
the present discharge (110-250 eV) [7], the radiation power can be assumed 
to be proportional to n e-N^ u, where N^ u is the density of gold ions. 
Therefore the experimental observation indicates that the gold ions released 
from the first wall diffuse inward up to the plasma center within 1-2 msec, 
and then diffuse out to the wall. After the outward diffusion of the impurity 
ions, the accumulation level comes back to the intrinsic level of the non-
injected discharge. These behavior indicates a finite confinement property 
of the metal impurity ions of the order of that of protons in the low 
density discharge. No strong peaking and long confinement time of the gold 
ions in the plasma center, which are expected from neoclassical theory 
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Fig. 8 Time deve10pment of the 
accumu1ation of gold ions with 
pu1sed gold injection by biasing the 
she11 negatively with respect to the 
scrape-off plasma; ion current to 
the shell， lin巳-integratedtota1 
radiation power measured with pyro-
e1ectric detecter. and the radiation 
of many lines at I82 A emitted from 
gold ions. 
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dotted line in Fig. 9 shows the inerease of the pseudo-continuum emission 

2 msec after starting the injection. 百letime deve10pment in the radia1 

penetration of the radiation is measured by scanning the pyro-e1ectric 

detector vertica11y with a space resolution of 2 cm， which is shown in Fig. 

10. Since the intensity of the radiation emitted from various ionization 

states of gold ions is almost independent on the e1ectron temperature in 

the present discharge (110-250 eV) [71， the ~adiation power can be assumed 
to be proportiona1 to ne ・NAu'where NAu is the density of gold 10ns. 

Therefore the experimenta1 observation indicates thac the gold ions re1eased 

from the first wa11 diffuse inward up to the p1asma ce~ter within 1-2 msec， 

and then diffuse out to the wall. After the outward diffusion of the impurity 

ions， the accumu1ation 1eve1 comes back to the intrinsic 1evel of the non-
injected discharge. These behavior indicates a finite confinement propeでty

of the meta1 impurity ions of the order of that of protons in the low 

density discharge. No strong peaking and long confinement time of the gold 

ions in the p1asma center，.which are expected from neoc1assica1 theory 
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Fig. 9 VUV-spectrum with and without pulsed bias of the shell. 

especially for high-Z ions, are observed. These experimental results will 
be compared with the transport aodel presented in Chapter 3 in the next section. 

Another experimental evidence of the confinement property of metal 
impurity ions can be found in aluminum injection experiment presented in 
the previous section. In the methane injection followed by aluminum injec
tion, which is presented in Fig. 7, comparison of the life time of A1XI ions 
can be made in discharges with and without additional methane injection. 
In the figure, the time needed for reaching the peak intensity in the line 
emission shows the radial diffusion time of the injected aluminum ions up 
to the region near the maximum population Cr*3 to 4 cm) of A1XI state in 
minor radius. The decay time constant of the A1XI line emissivity in both 
discharges are 5.7 msec and 2.9 msec with and without the methane injection 
respectively. Because the reduction of the electron temperature with methane 
injection is small O10 %) in the central region of the plasma, the difference 
in the decay time constant is not due to an increment of population density 
of A1XI state caused by the change in the electron temperature, but the 
reduction of cross diffusion velocity through the region of the electron 
temperature corresponding to the maximum population of A1XI ions. 

Since the particle confinement time is proportional to n e, as was 
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especia11y for high-Z ions， are observed. 賀leseexperi眼前a1resu1ts will 
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presented in Chapter 2, it seems that the reduction of anomalous diffusion 
coefficient with the increase of the electron density results in the decrease 
of radial diffusion velocity and the increase of the life time of A1XI ions. 
In other words, it is concluded that with the increase of energy and particle 
confinement time with increasing the electron density, the lifetime of metal 
impurity ions in the plasma increases, because the outward diffusion due to 
anomalous process is weakened and the inward diffusion due to collisional 
process is strengthened. As a result, in this situation, more severe control 
of metal impurity flux than that of today will be needed in a future tokamak 
device operating with long energy confinement time. 

5.6 Discussion 

In this section we compare the experimentaly observed radial trans
port oi metal impurity ions with the results of an impurity transport 
code. For a transport model of light impurity ions, we have employed 
a neoclassical diffusion superposed by an anomalous diffusion for protons, 
which has described well the radial transport of intrinsic and injected 
carbon ions. Namely, the radial flux of impurity ions T is given as: 
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pr巳sentedin Chapter 2， it seems that the reduction of anoma1ous diffusion 
coefficient with the increase of the e1ectron density resu1ts in the decrease 
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I" - - D |S + r 
a 3r NC 

where, D is an anomalous diffusion coefficient, N is the density of 
impurity ions, and r„ c is the radial flux due to the neoclassical theory. 

In the present calculation, we apply this scheme also for the metal 
impurity ions. The neoclassical cross-field ion flux T N C a g of species 
a due to the friction with ions of species (3 is given as 

rNC,aS = " C c 7 m p

 [ "pV 3r" " ZuVa a/ ] 

3n 8n„ 
2 a 

By summing up these ion f luxes for a l l the ion iza t ion s t a t e s of 
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where， Da 18 an an咽 a10usdiffusion coeff1c1ent， N is the dens1ty of 

impurity 10ns， and r
NC 

1s the radia1 f1ux due to the neoc1assica1 theory. 
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where N = 2 N-, < Z > = 2 ZNZ/N, < Z 2 > = E Z 2N Z/N. The e l ec t ron 

densi ty i s given by n e = n p + < Z >N + < Z >N . 

Here N- i s the densi ty of ions in the ion iza t ion s t a t e Z, and 

Â  = m /m , Aj, = nv./nL, where m. being the mass of ions j . For the 

neoc l a s s i ca l impurity f lux , we take the simple expression presented in 

r e f . [ 9 ] 

4 „ , 2m T 
C c . 0 . 5 ( l + 2 q , _ _ _ _ _ . __P_ 

P 

where q is the safety factor, B the toroidal magnetic field, and T the 
common temperature of all ions. S is the particle source of protons, 
which is obtained by solving the transport equations presented by 
Dnestrovskii. In the calculation, fast particles up to the fifth genera
tion are treated. S and S are the particle sources of the respective 
impurity species, which are obtained from simple transport equations for 
the penetrating neutral particles with a constant velocity while ionized 
by plasma electrons. The neutral particle fluxes at the plasma edge are 
determined from the recycling conditions (reflection coefficient R) and 
the additionally injecting flux. For the protons and light element we 
take R = l, and for the heavy element R = 0. For the.anomalous diffusion 
coefficient, we take the same expression as is used in Chapter 3. 

To determine the neoclassical flux density, it is necessary to know 
2 the quantities < Z > and < Z >. For oxygen, gold, and aluminum, we use 

those calculated for the coronal equiliblium state presented in ref.[7]. 
In the simulations, the electron temperature, ion temperature, and the 
current density profiles are held constant in time. The temperature 
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Here NZ is the density of ions in the ion1zat10n state Z， and 
~ = mL/mp' ~ = ~/~， where mj being the mass of ions j. For the 

neoc1assica1 impurity f1ux， we take the simp1e expression presented in 
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where q 1s the safety factor， B the toroidal magnetic field， and T the 

common temperature of a11 10ns. 5_ is the particle source of protons， 
p 

which is obtained by solving the transport equations presented by 

工nthe ca1culation， fast particles up to the fifth genera-

t10n are treated. 5
L 

and SH are the partic1e sources of the respective 

1皿purityspecies， which are obtained from simple transport equations for 

the penetrating neutra1 particles with a constant velocity while ionized 

by p1asma electrons. The neutral particle iluxes at the plasma edge are 

determined from the recycling conditions (reflection coefficient R) and 

the additionally injecting flux. For the p-.:otons and light e1ement we 

take R 1， and for the heavy element R O. For the.anomalous diffusion 

coefficient， we take the same expression as is used in Chapter 3. 

τo determine the neoclassical flux density， it is necessary to know 
2 

the quantities < Z > and < Z->. For oxygen， gold， and a1uminum， we use 

thcse ca1culated for the coronal equiliblium state pres巴ntedin ref.[7]. 

工nthe simulations， the electron temperature， 10n temperature， and the 
current density ~rofi1es are held constant in time. The temperature 
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profiles ave given by the experimental results, and the current density 
3/2 profile is taken to be proportional to T e(r) ' . 

5.6.1 Radial Diffusion of Pulsively Injected Gold Ions in Low Density 
Discharge 

We first calculate the radial transport of gold ions pulsively 
released from the shell surface. Plasma parameters such as electron tem
perature, ion temperature, and line-averaged electron density are taken 
to be the same as the experiment presented in Section 5. For a typical 

18 —1 case, a pulsed gold flux of 5 * 10 sec , 1.5 msec duration is added 
18 —1 to a constant influx of 1 * 10 sec , For the coefficient C of the 

anomalous diffusion coefficient, we take 300. 
With this value, the calculated particle confinement time of protons 

during the gold injection is 1.2 msec. Figure 11 shows the computational 
result. The injected gold ions diffuse up to the plasma center within 
1-2 msec. After the termination of the injection, the gold ions present 
near the wall is rapidly lost to tlr wall, thereby the gold ions accumu
late in the plasma center. Then, the accumulation of gold ions returns 
to the intrinsic level of non-injection discharge with a decay time 
constant of 1.2 msec. Comparing this result with the experimental 

Fig. 11 Calculated radial diffusion 
of pulsively injected gold ions. 
The present impurity transport model 
describes well the experimental 
observation presented in Fig.10. 
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profi1es a~e given by the experimenta1 resu1ts， and the current density 
3/2 profi1e 1s taken to be proport1ona1 to Te(r)~/~. 

5.6.1 R.adia1 Diffus10n of Pu1sive1y Injected Go1d Ions in Low Dens1tv 

旦盟国盟主

We first ca1cu1ate the rad1a1 transport of gold 10ns pu1s1ve1y 

re1eased from the she11 surface. P1asma parameters such as e1ectron tem-

perature， ion temperature， and 1ine申 averagede1ectron dens1ty are taken 

to be the same as the experiment presented 1n Sect10n 5. For a typica1 
18 田 1

case， a pu1sed go1d f1ux of 5 x 10--sec - 1.5 msec duration 1s added 
18 -1 

to a constant inf1ux of 1 x 10--sec - For the coeff1cient C of the 

anoma1ous diffusion coefficient， we take 300. 

With th1s va1ue， the ca1cu1ated partic1邑立onf1nementt1me円fprotons 

during the go1d injection is l.~ msec. Figure 11 shows the c佃 putationa1

resu1t. The injected go1d ions diffuse up to the p1asma center w1thin 

1-2 msec. After the termination of the injection， the go1d ions present 
near the wal1 is rapid1y 10st to thr wa11， thereby the go1d ions accumu圃

1ate 1n the plasma center. Then， the accumulation of go1d ions returns 
to the intrinsic 1eve1 of non-injection discharge with a decay time 

conatant of 1.2 msec. Comparing this resu1t with the experioantal 
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Fig. 11 Ca1cu1ated radia1 diffusion 
of pu1日ive1yinjected go1d ions. 
Th邑 presentimpurity transport mode1 
describes well the experimental 
observation presented in Fig.l0. 
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Fig. .12 Time development of the amount of trapped aluminum ions in the 

discharge for a neutral aluminum injection of 4 x 1 0 1 6 

particles; (b) anomalous diffusion coefficient used in case 
(a) is doubled, (c) mean Z is reduced to half of that for 
coronal equilibrium state, (d) mean Z is reduced to half of 
that for coronal equilibrium state only in the region of 1.7 
cm width from the wall. 

observation (Fig.10), this transport model well describes also the radial 
transport of metal impurity ions. 

5.6.2 Amount of Impurity Accumulation in the Plasma for a Neutral 
Impurity Influx from the Wall 

The second problem that we consider is: for a flux of neutral 
metal impurity from the wall, what is the amount of metal impurity ions 
that accumulate in the main part of the plasma? The experimental obser
vation of aluminum injection, which '..> ,;r:sented in Chapter 4, shows that 
only 20 % of the neutral iapurity flux penetrates into the main plasma. 
We examine this problem by employing the present impurity transport model. 
The plasma parameters such as electron and ion temperatures, and electron 
density aia taken to be the same as the experiment presented in Chapter 4. 
We take the energy of incoming neutral aluminum of 5 eV. For the coefficient 
C of the anomalous diffusion coefficient, we take 200 to obtain the proton 
confinement time of 2.4 msec, which fits the experimental result. 

4 x 1 0 1 6 aluminum neutral atoms is injected with 1.5 msec duration 
18 —1 adding to a constant influx of 10 sec after a steady state is 

accomplished. Figure 12 shows the time development of total aluminum 
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Fig. .12 Time development of the amount of trapped a1uminum ions in the 
discharge for a neutral a1uminum inje~tion of 4 x 1016 

parti巳1es; (b) anoma1ous diffusion coefficient used in case 
(a) is doubled， (c) mean Z is reduced to half of that for 
coronal equilibrium statp.， (d) mean Z is reduced to half of 
that for coronal equilibdum state only in the region of 1. 7 
cm width from the wall. 

observation (Fig.10)， this transport model we11 d巴scribesalso the radia1 

transport of metal impurity ions. 

5.6.2 Amount of Impurity Accumulation in the Plasma for a Neutra1 

Impurity Influx from the Wal1 

百lesecond problem that we consider is: for a flux of neutral 

meta1 impur1ty from the wa11， wLit 1s the a.'lIount of meta1 impurity ions 
that accumu1ate 1n the main part of the p1asma? The experim邑nta1obser-

vation of a1uminum injection， which 円 )r:'sentedin Chapter 4， shows that 

on1y 20 % of the neutral 1rnpurity f1nx penetrates 1nto the main p1asma. 

We examine this problem by emp10ying the present impurity transport mode1. 

The p1asma parametel'S such as electron and ion temperatures， and electron 
density al:占 takento be the same as the experiment prssented in Chapter 4. 

¥{e take the energy of incαning neutral a1uminum of 5 eV. For the coefficient 

C of the anoma1ous diffusion coefficient， we tak巴 200to obtain the proton 

confinement time of 2.4 msec， which fits the experimenta1 result. 

4 x 1016 aluminum neutra1 atoms is injected with 1.5 msec duration 
18 -1 

ad~ing to a constant inf1ux of 10--sec -after a steady state 1s 

accomplished. Figure 12 shows the time deve10pment of tota1 a1uminum 
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ions trapped in the discharge. Case (a) in the figure shows the computa
tional result. The penetration process of the injected aluminum ions 
into the plasma center is similar to that is presented in the calculation 
of gold injection (Fig.11). In this case, at the time just after the 
termination of the injection, the trapping rate of the injected aluminum 
is 35 X. The rest of the injected impurity ions is lost towards the wall 
due to anomalous diffusion process which spreads the radial profile of 
aluminum ions. This effect is clarified by the similar calculation with 
the increased anomalous diffusion coefficient. The case (b) presents 
the impurity accumulation when C - 400. In this case, the outward flux 
towards the wall due to the anomalous diffusion is increased, thereby 
the accumulation is reduced to 18 Z. The confinement time of the accumu
lated aluminum ions in the case (a) are 1.8 msec and 3.2 msec at 0.5 msec 
and 3.5 msec after the termination of the injection respectively. The 
former is mainly due to the rapid loss of the aluminum ions present near 
the wall. The later shows the good confinement property of impurity ions 
present in the plasma center. This is due to the collisional inward 
force strengthened because of high Z value of metal ions. This effect 
ia confirmed by the fact that the accumulation is reduced to 22 % when 
the effective charge of the aluminum ions are reduced to half of that in 
case (a). The result is shown in the figure as case (c). Similar result 
is obtained in the comparison of the accumulation of gold and aluminum 
ions. Figure 13 shows the time development of the accumulation of gold 
and aluminum ions for a same constant neutral-impurity influx of 1 x 1 0 1 8 

sec"1 (incoming energy of 5 eV). Gold needs a longer time for reaching a 
steady state than that of aluminum, and results in a larger accumulation 
because of its higher mean Z value. 

Taking into account that the collisional inward force increases 
with the increase of the mean Z of the ions, and that the charge state 
of the aluminum ions in the experiment is rather lower than that of the 
coronal equilibrium state especially in the outer edge region, it can be 
said that the present impurity transport model well describes the trapping 
rate of below 20 % observed in the experiment (case (d) shows the trapping 
rate when the mean Z is reduced to half of that for coronal equilibrium 
state only in the region of 1.7 cm width from the wall). 
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10ns trapped in the discharge. Ca自e(a) in the figure shows the computa-

tiona1 resu1t. The penetration proces自 ofthe inj邑cteda1uminum ions 

into the pl回 macenter is simi1ar to that is presented in the calculation 

of gold injection (Fig.ll). 1n this c掴 e，at the time just after the 

termination of the injection， the trapping rate of the injected aluminum 

is 35 %.官1erest of the injected impurity 10ns is lost towards the wa11 

due to anomalous diffusion process which spreads the radial profile of 

aluminum ions. This effect 1s clarified by the similar calculat10n w1th 

the increased an佃 a10usdiffusion coeffic1ent. The case (b) presents 

the impurity accumulat10n when C田 4∞ 1nth1s case， the outward f1ux 
towards the wall du邑 tothe anoma10us d1ffu日10n1s 1ncreased. thereby 

the accumu1ation is reduced to 18 %. The confinement time of the accumu-

1ated aluminum ions 1n the case (a) ar邑 1.8msec and 3.2 msec at 0.5 msec 

剖 d3.5 msec after the termination of the injection respectively. The 

former i日 aainlydue to the rapid 10ss of the aluminum ions present near 

the wall. The later ohows the good confinement property of tapurity ions 

present in the plsaaa center. This is due to the collisional inward 

force strengthened because of high Z value of metal ions. This effect 

i8 confirz腿 dby the fact that the accumu1ation i6 reduced to 22 % when 

the effective charge of the aluminum ions are reduced to half of that in 

case (叫Theresult is shown in the figure as cas巳 (c). Siailar result 

is obtained in the cαnparison of the accumulation of gold and aluminum 

ion&. Figure 13 shows the time deve10pment of the accumu1ation of gold 

and aluminum ions for a same const血 tneutra1-impurity 1nf1ux of 1 x 1018 

sec叫 1(iuc咽 ingenergy of 5 eV). Go1d needs a longer time for reaching a 

steady state than that of aluminum， and resu1ts in a 1arger accumulation 

because of its higher mea~ Z va1ue. 

Taking into account that the co11isional inward force 1ncreases 

with the increase of the mean Z of the 1ons， and that the charge state 
of the aluminum ions 1n the eXperiment 1s rather 10wer than that of the 

coronal equ11ibriua state especially in the outer edg宇 region.1tt can be 

said that the present 1mpurity transport mode1 w巴11describes the trapping 

rate of be1叩 20% observed in the experiment (case (d) shows the trapping 

rate when the mean Z i8 reduced to half of that for. coronal equt1ibr1u・
state only in the region of 1.7 cm width from the wa11). 
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Fig. 13 Time development of the accumulation of gold and aluminum 
ions for a same constant neutral-impurity influx of 1 * 10 
sec" 1. 

5.7 Conclusions 

Divertor action controlling the plasma-wall interaction caused by 
diffusing impurity ions, control of the scrape-off plasma with light-
impurity injection, and the confinement property of metal ions in the 
plasma are investigated. The results are summarized as follows: 
(1) Divertor reduces the impurity ion flux onto the main vacuum 

chamber by guiding the impurity ions diffusing from the main plasma 
into the burial chamber, thereby reduces the plasma-wall interaction 
caused by diffusing impurity ions at the main vacuum chamber. The 
impurities produced in the burial chamber hardly flow back to the 
main plasma through the scrape-off layer. Roughly only 0.3 % of the 
impurity flux into the scrape-off plasma in the burial chamber 
penetrates into the main plasma due to the impurity backflow. 

(2) A slight cooling of the scrape-off plasma by light-impurity 
injection effectively suppresses the metal impurity production at the 
chamber wall by reducing the ion-sputtering yield, thereby reduces 
the accumulation of the metal impurity ions in the main plasma. 

(3) The transport of metal impurity ions is influenced hy anomalous 
diffusion for protons. Due to this process, which spreads the radial 
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Fig. 13 Time development of the accumulation of gold and a1uminum 
ions for a same constant neutral-impurity influx of 1 x 1018 

sec-1 

5.7 C:onc1usions 

Divertor action control1ing the p1asma-wa11 interaction caused by 

diffusing impurity ions， contro1 of the scrape-off p1asma with 1ight-
impurity injection， and the confinement property of meta1 ions in the 

p1asma are investigated. The resu1ts are summarized as fo11ows: 

(1) Divertor reduces the impurity ion f1四 ontothe main vacuum 

chamber by guiding the impurity ions diffusing frαn the main p1asma 

into the buria1 chamber， thereby reduces the plasma-wa11 interaction 

caused by diffusing impurity ions at the main vacuum chamber. The 

impurities produced in the burial chambe~ hard1y f10w back to the 

main p1asma through the scrape-off 1ayer. Rough1y on1y 0.3 % of the 

impurity f1ux into the scrape-off p1asma in the buria1 chamber 

penetrates into the main plasma du邑 tothe impurity. backf1ow. 

(2) A s1ight coo1ing of the scrape-off p1asma by 1ight-impurity 

injection effectively suppresses the meta1 impurity production at the 

chamber wall by reducing the ion-sputtering yield， thereby reduces 

the accumu1ation of the meta1 impurity ions in the main p1asma. 

(3) 百letransport of meta1 impurity ions is inf1uenced hy anoma1ous 

diffusion for protons. Due to this process. which spreads the radial 
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density profile of Impurity ions, the accumulation of the impurity 
ions in the plasma center is only below 20 % of the neutral influx 
in the outer edge even in non-diverted discharge. 

(4) With the increase of energy and particle confinement time with 
increasing the electron density, the lifetime of metal impurity ions in 
the plasma increases, because the outward diffusion due to anomalous process 
is weakened and the inward diffusion due to collisional process is 
strengthened. As a result, more severe control of metal impurity 
influx from the wall than that of today will be needed in a future 
tokamak device operating with long energy confinement time. 
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dens1ty prof11e of 1mpur1ty 1ons， the accumulation of the 1mpurity 
10n自 1nthe plasma center 1s only below 20 % of the neutral 1nflux 

1n the outer edle even 1n nOft-d1v・rteddischarge. 

(4) With the increase of energy and particle conf1nement time with 

1ncreas1ng the electron density. the lifetime of metal impur1ty 10ns in 

the plasma 1ncreases， because the outward diffusion due to anomalous process 
is weakened and the 1nward diffusion due to collisional process is 

strengthened. As a result， more severe control of meta1 impurity 
influx from the wall than that of today wil1 be needed in a future 

tokamak device operating with long energy confinement time. 
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6. SUMMARY 

Detailed conclusions derived from this work were presented at the 
end of each chapter in the text. This summary includes an abbreviated 
collection of those results and brief discussions on the impurity control 
in future large devices. 
(1) The divertor shields the impurity flux entering into the main 

plasma, and guides the shielded impurity ions into the remote burial 
chamber, thereby reduces the impurity flux into the main plasma by a 
factor of 2 to A. The poloidal excursion time of the shielded 
impurity ions in the scrape-off layer is roughly equal to that of 
the scrape-off plasma. Divertor reduces the impurity ion-flux onto 
the main vacuum chamber by guiding the impurity ions diffusing from 
the main plasma into the burial chamber, thereby reduces the plasma-
rail interaction caused by diffusing impurity ions at the main vacuum 
chamber. The impurity ions produced in the burial chamber may flow 
back to the main plasma through the scrape-off layer. Roughly only 
0.3 % of the impurity flux into the scrape-off plasma in the burial 
chamber, however, penetrates into the main plasma due to the Impurity 
backflow. Cooling of the divertor scrape-off with light-impurity 
injection further reduces the production of metal Impurity at the 
first wall by reducing the potential difference between the plasma 
and the wall, thereby reduces the accumulation of the metal impurity 
in the plasma. 

(2) Radial transport of impurity ions is not described only by 
neoclassical theory, but is strongly influenced by anomalous process. 
Radial diffusion of impurity ions across the whole minor radius is 
well described by a neoclassical diffusion superposed by the anomalous 
diffusion for protons. Due to this anomalous process, which spreads 
the radial density profile of impurity ions, the accumulation of 
impurity ions in the main part of the plasma is only below 20 % of 
the neutral impurity influx from the wall even in non-diverted 
discharge. With the incraase of energy and particle confinement time 
with increasing the electron density, the lifetime of metal impurity 
ions in the plasma increases, because the outward diffusion due to 
anomalous process is weakened and the inward diffusion due to the 
collisional process is strengthened. As a result, more severe control 
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6. SUMMARY 

Detailed conclusion日 derivedfrom thi目 workwere presented at the 

end of each chapter in the text. This summary inc1udes an abbreviated 

co11ection of those results and brief discussions on the impurity control 

in future large devices. 
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the scrape同 offpla町腿 Divertorreduces the impurity ion-flux onto 

the main vacuum chamber by guiding the impurity ions diffusing from 

the main plasma into the burial chamber， thereby reduces the plasma-
l-fall interaction caused by diffusing impurity ions at the ma1n vacuum 

chamber. The impurity ions produced in the burial chamber may flow 

back to the ma1n plasma through the scrape-off layer. Roughly only 

0.3 % of the impurity flux into the scrape-off plasma in the burial 

chamber. however. penetrates into the main plasma due to the impurity 

backflow. Cooling of the divertor scrape-off with 1ight-impurity 

injection further reduces the product1on of metal impurity at the 

first wall by reducing the potential difference between the plasma 

and the wall， thereby reduces the ~ccumulation of the metal impurity 

in the plasma. 

(2) Radial transport of impurity ions 1s not described only by 

neoclassical theory， but is strongly influenced by anomalous process. 
Radial diffusion of impurity ions across the whole minor radius 1s 

well described by a neoclassical diffus~on superposed by the anomalous 

diffusi~n for protons. Due to this anomalous process， which spreads 
the radial density profile of impurity ions， the accumulation of 

impurity ions in the ma1n part of the plasma 1s o~ly below 20 % of 

the neutral impurity influx from the wall even in non-d1verted 

d1scharge. W1th the incraase of energy and particle confinement time 

with increasing the electron density， the lifetime of metal impurity 
ions in the plasma increases. because the outward diffusion due to 

anomalous process 1s weakened and the 1nward diffusion due to the 

collisional process 1s strengthened. As a re日ult，more aevere control 
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of metal impurity influx from the wall than that of today will be 
needed in a future tokamak device operating with long energy confine
ment time. 

(3) In this work, the effectiveness of the divertor controlling the 
impurities is investigated in relatively small tokamak. Further 
experimental investigation is necessary in a large device in order to 
clarify the possibility of complete impurity control by employing a 
divertor in a reactor operating with a large auxiliary heating. In 
addition to this divertor approach, non-divertor approach has to be 
investigated, because of the engineering complexity of employing 
magnetic divertors into a reactor. Radiation cooling by low-Z 
impurity is one of the simple non-divertor impurity-control schemes, 
as was observed in this work. This method, however, relies on using 
low-Z limiter and wall, or by injecting suitable impurity gases in a 
controlled fashion. Furthermore, the basic difficulty with this 
approach is how to cool the plasma edge without cooling the plasma 
core. Therefore, experimental investigation on the following problems 
is necessary in a large device: 1) whether the radial transport and 
recycling of impurity ions permit the desirable radiation cooling, 
and 2) whether the production of low-Z impurity used as the first 
wall and limiter materials can be suppressed below tolerable amount. 
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APPENDIX 

RADIATIVE COOLING CAPABILITIES OF CARBON, OXYGEN, 
AND NEON IN THE OUTER EDGE OF A TOKAMAK PLASMA 

A.l Introduction 

Low-Z impurities, which can be fully stripped in the plasma center 
and present in partially stripped states in a peripheral region of the 
tokamak plasma, cool the periphral region of the discharge with the 
intense line radiation. Excessive cooling with high contamination level 
of the low-Z impurity causes the current channel to shrink, thereby leads 
the discharge to poor energy-confinement states or disruptive ends. 
On the contrary, in a controlled and then moderate contamination level, 
this radiative cooling yields a favorable situation, because as observed 
in many experiments, the cooling down of the outer edge plasma suppresses 
significantly the production of metal impurity, which cause large radiation 
loss power even in a central region of the discharge of several keV. 
Therefore, in future large tokamaks, where plasma-wall interaction becomes 
much more serious, this situation may become one of the most promising 
methods controlling the contamination level of metal impurities. 

The radiative cooling capability due to a low-Z impurity in the outer 
edge of tokamak plasma was recently evaluated by Breton et al.[l], using 
a rather simple impurity diffusion model. Assuming constant inward and 
outward diffusion velocities, they calculate the radiation power by oxygen 
impurity in TFR tokamak. This transport model, however, is a rather crude 
one: the incoming impurities diffuse inward up to the center and then dif
fuse outward to the surface of the discharge. As a result this causes the 
large radiation power that cannot explain the whole energy balance of the 
discharge[2]. 

In this Appendix, with the most probable diffusion model describing 
the recycling impurities, which was presented in Chapter 3, the radial 
density distributions of individual ionization levels are calculated and 
the resultant radiation loss power is evaluated in DIVA-sized tokamak. 
As for the low-Z impurities, carbon, oxygen and neon are investigated. 
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A.2 Calculation of Radiation Loss 

Number of efforts have been made to evaluate the radiation power 
emitted from various impurities in coronal equilibrium state. For example, 
in Ref.[l], the authors calculated the ionization equilibrium of an element 
that is determined by the equations of steady state coronal equilibrium. 
The radiation loss was then calculated by adding the emission due to 
bremsstrahlung, radiative and dielectronic recombination and line 
radiation. 

The present interest is the radiative cooling In the outer edge region 
of tokamak plasma where the electron temperature is below few hundreds of 
eV. In this region, the most important radiation mechanism is line radia
tion due to partially stripped ions. As is presented for oxygen in Ref.fl], 
the other mechanisms, i.e. radiative and dielectronic recombinations and 
bremsstrahlung, are one or two order lower than the line radiation power. 
Therefore we calculate the radiation power only of line radiation. 

If n is the density of the ion of charge Z (cm - 3), the power density 
P (Watts/cm3) by line radiation of the ion is 

P - 1.6 x 1 0 - 1 9 n n £ E . S J . r e z exj j 

n Is the electron density in cm - 3 and the summation in j is for all 
transitions of the ion Z. It is assumed that the lines are emitted by 
radiative deexcitation of the upper levels of transitions excited from the 
ground state. E is the excitation energy in eV and S is the excitation ex j 
rate coefficient. We use for S. the following expression given by Mewe [3] 

-« f i l 

S. - 1.58 x 10 5 —± exp(- E /T ) , 
J /jj~ E ex e 

e exj 
where T Is the electron temperature in eV, S. the absorption oscillation 
strength and g the average effective Gaunt factor. For the ionization 
rate coefficients of an impurity ion, we use the expression proposed by 
Lotz [4]. The radiative and dielectronic recombination rate coefficients 
are calculated by using the expression given in Ref.[5] and [6]. 

We first calculate coronal equilibrium states, and using the results 
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A.2 Ca1cu1ation of Radiation L088 

Number of effort8 have been made to eva1uate the radiation power 

emitted from various impurities in corona1 equi1ibrium state. For examp1e， 
in Ref.[1]. the authors ca1cu1ated the ionization equi1ibrium of an e1ement 

that is determined by the equations of steady state corona1 equi1ibrium. 

The radiation 10ss was then ca1culated by adding the emission due to 

bremsstrah1ung， radiative and die1ectronic recombination and 1ine 
radiation. 

The present interest is the radiative cooling in the outer edge region 

of tokamak p1asma where the e1ectron temperature is below few hundreds of 

eV. In this region， the most important radiation mechanism is 1ine radia-

tion due to partially stripped ions. As is presented for 0可 genin Ref.[工]， 
the other mechanisms， i.e. radiative and die1ectronic recombinations and 

bremsstrah1ung， are one or two order 10wer than the 1ine radiation power. 
Therefor~ we ca1culate the radiation power on1y of line radiation. 
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ground state. Eex is the excitation energy in eV and Sj is the excitation 
ex 

rate coefficient. We use for S， the fo11owjng expression given by Mewe [3] 
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f. g 
S，・1.58X 10-5で圭一一-exp(-E_.JT_} 

v'T E 
e ex唱

where T~ is the electron temperature in eV， S. the absorption oscillation ~j 

s~rength and g the average effective Gaunt factor. For the ionization 

rate coefficients of an impurity ion， we use the expression proposed by 
Lotz [4]. The radiative and dielectronic reco曲 inationrate coefficients 

are calculated by using the e碍 ressiongiven in Ref.[5] and [6]. 

We first calculate coronal equilibrium states， and using the results 
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of fractional abundances, calculate radiation losses as a function of the 
electron temperature. As for the line radiation power, the transitions 
in the calculation are similar to those by Breton et al.[l], which are 
shown in the table. E and f are taken from the NBS table, ex 

In Fig.l, the ratios, P/n -n , are shown for carbon, oxygen and neon 
as a function of the electron temperature. Also the same relation given 
by Tarter [7] for oxygen is shown in the same figure. In these curves, 
maxima in the lower side of the electron temperature correspond to regions 
in which transitions among levels having the same principal quantum number 
are strongly excited. The minima in the curves occur when closed shell 
configurations are predominant (helium-like state), so that the ion cannot 
be excited at that temperature. On the higher side of electron temperature, 
there are small maxima due to excitation of ls-np transitions. As is 
shown in Ref.[l], at higher temperatures, the contribution by dielectronic 
recombination and bremsstrahlung is no negligible. The corresponding 
deviations from the results of Tarter is found in the present calculation 
at high temperature. However, on the lower side of temperature, Tarter's 
result and ours are in agreement. 

10 
L* p/n en z (w-cm3) 

TARTER (OXYGEN) 

10 10* 
T e (eV) 

Fig.l Line radiation power from carbon, oxygen and neon at coronal 
equilibrium as a function of the electron temperature T . 
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TABLE 
The Transitions Included in the Calculations 

Transitions Transitions 
seq. Configurations Terms Iso. el. seq. Configurations Terms 

Be Is -2s 2S- 2S 
Is -2p 2g_2 p 

Is -3s 2S- 2S 
Is -3p 2S- 2P 
Is -3d 2S- 2D 
Is -4s 2S- 2S 
Is -4p 2S- 2P 
Is -4d 2S- 2D 

Is2-Is2s »S-lS 
ls2-ls2p »S- 1P 
ls2-ls3s ls- xs 
ls2-ls3p is-1? 
ls2-ls3d 'S-'D 
ls2-ls2s > S - 3 S 

ls2-ls2p JS- 3P 
ls2-ls3s >S-8S 
ls2-ls3p 's-3? 
i O 2 _ , „ 5 J lc_3n 

2s -2 P 
2S- 2P 

2s -3s 2S- 2S 
2s -3p 2S- 2P 
2s -3d 2S- 2D 

2s 2 -2s2p XS-»P 
2s 2 -2s3s ^-'s 
2s 2 -2s3p lS-lV 

2s 2 -2s3d ^ D 
2s2 -2s2p lg_3p 

2s 2 -2s3s ^-'s 
2s 2 -2s3p lg_3p 

2s 2 -2s3d 's-^ 

2s22p--2s2p2 2p_2 p 

2P- 2S 

2 s 2 2 p 2 - 2 s 2 p 3 

'P- 'D 

3 p _ 3 g 

3 p _ 3 D 

N 2s 22p 3-2s2p" ^-"P 

2s22p't-2s2p5 3P- 3P 

2s 22p 5-2s2p 6 2P- 2S 
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TABLE 

The Transitions Inc1uded in the Ca1cu1ations 

Transitions Transitions 
Iso. e1. seq. Configurations Terms Iso. e1. seq. Configurations Terms 

H 1s -2s 2S_2S Be 2s2 
ー2s2p IS_lp 

1s 明 2p 2S_2p 2s2 -2s3s IS田 IS

1s -3s 2S_2S 2s2 -2s3p IS田 lp

1s -3p 2S_2p 2s2 -2s3d Is_1n 

1s -3d 2S_2D 2s2 -2s2p lS_3p 

1s -4s 2S_2S 2s2 -2s3s IS_3S 

1s -4p 2S_2p 2s2 -2s3p IS_3p 

1s -4d 2S_2D 2s2 
ー2s3d IS_3S 

He 1s 2-1s2s IS_1S B 2S22p-2s2p2 2p_2p 

1s2-1s2p IS_1p 2p_2S 

1s2-1s3s IS_1S 2p_2D 

1s2-1s3p IS_1p 

1s2-1s3d IS_ID 

1s2-1s2s IS_3S c 2S22p2_2s2p3 3p_3p 

1s2-1s2p IS_3p 3p_ 3
S 

1s2-1s3s IS_3S 3p_3n 

1s2-1s3p lS_3p 

1s2-1s3d lS_3D 

N 2s22p3_2s2p" 与S-匂P 

Li 2s -2p 2S_2p 

2s -3s 2S_2S O 2s22p与ー2s2p5 3p_3p 

2s -3p 2S_2p 

2s -3d 2s_2n 

F 2S22p5_2s2p6 2p_2S 
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A.3 Radiative Cooling in the Outer Edge 
due to Recycling Impurities 

A.3.1 Calculation of the Radial Density Distribution of Impurity Ions 

To study the radiative cooling in the outer edge of a tokamak plasma, 
we treat the case of DIVA discharge in the toroidal field 20 kG, the 
plasma current 40 kA, and the average electron density 3~4 x 1 0 1 3 cm - 3. 

To evaluate the radial distributions of radiation power, calculation 
of the radial density distributions of individual ionization levels is 
necessary. We calculate them with a radial transport model that have 
yielded good fit to the experimentally observed transient radial diffusion 
of pulsively injected carbon ions presented in Chapter 3. That is, the 
transport of impurity ion is described by neoclassical diffusion superposed 
by anomalous diffusion for protons. 

Figure 2 shows the model plasma for radial profiles of electron and 
ion temperatures. In the present calculations, the electron and ion tem
peratures are constant with time and the radial density distributions of 
protons and total impurity ions are initially parabolic. The initial 
ionization population is determined as a coronal equilibrium state of the 
electron temperature of 30 eV. Energies of the incoming neutral hydrogen 
and impurity atom are taken as 10 eV. 

Fig.2 Electron and ion temperature 
profile, T 
lation. 

used in the calcu-

700-

DIVA 20KG 
MODEL PLASMA 
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For the anomalous diffusion coefficient D , we apply the same expres-
a 

sion as is used in Chapter 3. We take 200 for C in that expression, and 
in the region where q < 1, the value is multiplied by a factor of 5 to 
simulate the enhanced diffusion due to the sawtooth oscillation. 
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Fig.3 Computed results of the 
radial density distribution of 
individual ionization levels; (a) 
carbon, (b) oxygen, (c) neon. For 
neon, our treatment is limited up 
to the He-like state, and the 
ionization levels below N IV are 
omitted in the figure. 
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Figure 3 shows calculated radial density distributions of individual 
ionization levels, which are almost in steady state. In the three re
spective species, we assume a contamination 3 % the total number of 
protons. Calculated results for the three species show that the particle 
confinement time of protons and impurity ions are 1.6-1.8 msec and 1.9-3.9 
msec respectively. As indicated in the figure, carbon and oxygen are 
dominantly in fully ionized state in the central region of the discharge, 
and in partially ionized states below lithium-like state in the outer 
edge region. 

The calculation code used takes into account up to the ninth ioniza
tion level, so that for neon, the treatment is up to helium-like state, 
NelX. The results show that the self-spreading anomalous diffusion gives 
relatively broad radial density profiles, compared with those by Breton 
et al. 

A.3.2 Radiative Cooling 

Figure 4 shows calculated radial distributions of radiation power. 
The intense radiation is caused by partially stripped ions below lithium
like state present in the outer edge although the population and the 
electron density are rather small. Therefore, width of the intense radia
tion is determined by ionization energy of lithium-like state for a given 
radial electron temperature profile. The ionization energy of the 
lithium-like state is 239 eV for neon, 138 eV for oxygen, and 64 eV for 

Fig.4 Typical electron density 
profile, n and radial power 
distributions radiated as line 
radiation for three low-Z species. 
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carbon, so that for a given electron temperature profile, neon has the 
largest width. Since the total radiation power is attributed mainly to 
that from the outer edge region, the results show that neon emits the 
largest power: 64 kW for neon, 33 kW for oxygen and 17 kW for carbon. 

In Fig. 5 for oxygen, the width of intense radiative cooling is shown 
for three different electron temperature profiles, narrow (a) to broad (c). 
The results show that the existence of lithium-like state is limited in 
the region of electron temperatures below about 150 eV. 

Besides the results of width of the intense radiative cooling, it 
should be noted that, in the present transport model, the narrow radial 
profile of electron temperature gives poor confinement of the impurity 
ions ((a) 2.3 msec, (b) 3.2 msec, (c) 4.1 msec) and causes more intense 
recycling. 

Enhancement of the incoming flux of neutral impurity atoms due to 
the poor confinement of impurity ions results in increase of the partially 
stripped Ions below llthium-llke state leading to rize of the radiation 
power. On the other hand, good confinement provides the opposite situa
tion, i.e. reduction of the radiation power in the outer edge region. 
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carbon， so that for a given e1ectron temperature profi1e， neon has the 
1argest width. Since the tota1 radiation power is attributed main1y to 

that from the outer edge region， the resu1ts show that neon emits the 
1argest power: 64 kW for neon， 33 kW for oxygen and 17 kW for carbon. 

1n Fig. 5 for oxygen， the width of intense radiative coo1ing is shown 
for three different e1ectron t四 peratureprofi1es， narrow (a) to broad (c). 

The resu1ts show that the existence of 1ithium圃 likestate is 1imited in 

the region of e1ectron temperatures be10w about 150 eV. 

Besides the resu1ts of width of the intense radiative co01ing， it 
should be noted that， in the present transport model， the narrow radia1 
profi1e of electron temperature gives poor confinement of the impurity 

ions ((a) 2.3 msec， (b) 3.2 msec， (c) 4.1 msec) and causes more intense 
recycling. 

Enhancement of the incoming flux of neutral impurity atoms due to 

the poor confinement of impurity ions results in increase of the partia11y 

stripped ions be10w lithium-like state leading to rize of the radiation 

power. On the other hand， good confinement provides the opposite situa-
tion， i.e. reduction of the radiation power in the outer edge region. 
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Fig.6 Radial distributions of 
radiation power from recycling 
impurities and from impurities 
of coronal equilibrium( Tarter ) 
for oxygen. Ionization loss 
is also shown. 
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Figure 6 shows the comparison of the present computational result and 
the coronal calculation given by Tarter in the radial profile of the radia
tion power. The latter is calculated by using the radial distribution 
of total ionization levels and of electron temperature. Due to the strong 
recycling in the peripheral region, the impurity ions are in lower ionized 
levels than coronal equilibrium state, so that the computed result yields 
a radiation power in a factor of 20 larger in maximum than predicted for 
the coronal equilibrium state. 

To evaluate the actual cooling effect by low-Z impurity, the ioniza
tion loss must also be considered. Incoming neutral impurities are sud
denly ionized in the outer edge region, and.successive ionizations continue 
while the ions diffuse inward or outward in the discharge. Furthermore 
the stripped electrons are thermalized up to local electron temperature. 
Thus the local power loss, P , due to the ionization of impurity ions is 

• i 
expressed as 

?± = 1.6 x 10" n 2 n S. [EJ + 4 T ] (W/cm3) e z ion L ion 2 e z 

where S. and E. are the ionization rate coefficient and the ioniza-ion ion 
tion potential in eV respectively. In Fig. 6, the calculated radial 
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Figure 6 shows the comparison of the present computational result and 

the corona1 ca1cu1ation given by Tarter in the radial profile of the radia-

tion power. The latter is calculated by using the radial distribution 

of tota1 ion~zation 1eve1s and of e1ectron temperature. Due to the strong 

recyc1ing in the peripheral region， the impurity ions are in 10wer ionized 
levels than coronal equi1ibrium state， so that the computed resu1t yie1ds 
a radiation power in a factor of 20 largιr in maximum than predicted for 

the corona1 equi1ibrium state. 

To eva1uate the actua1 co01ing effect by 10w-Z impurity， the ioniza-
tion 10ss must also be considered. Incoming neutra1 impurities are sud-

den1y ionized in the outer edge region， and.successive ionizations continue 

whi1e the ions diffuse inward or outward in the discharge. Furthermore 

the stripped e1ectrons are thermalized up to 10cal electron temperature. 

Thus the 10cal power 10ss， Y
i
， due to the ionization pf impurity ions is 

expressed as 
/ 

P. : 1.6 x 10-19 n_ Z n_5.__ [E.__ + 4 T_l (W/cm3
) z-ion L-ion . 2 

z 

where 5. _ and E~ ~_ are the ionization rate co巴fficientand the ioniza-ion -.---ion 

tion potentia1 in eV respective1y. 1n Fig. 6， the calculated radia1 
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distribution of ionization loss for oxygen is shown. The total power is 
5.7 kW, which is 17 % of the line radiation power. 

A.4 Conclusion 

Radiative cooling capabilities of three species of low-Z impurity, 
i.e. C, 0 and Ne have been shown in DIVA-sized tokamak. With the most 
probable diffusion model (neoclassical diffusion superposed by anomalous 
diffusion for protons) of recycling impurities in a tokamak plasma, the 
radial density distributions of individual ionization levels were cal
culated and using the results, the line radiation loss power was evaluated. 

Impurities recycling from and to the wall deviate from the local 
coronal equilibrium state, thereby yield a radiation power which is larger 
by a factor of about 20 than estimated from the coronal equilibrium state 
in the outer edge of the discharge. Width of this intensive cooling layer 
is governed by the ionization energy of lithium-like state of the impurity, 
so that neon gives the largest layer with the highest radiation intensity. 
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d1str1but10n of 10n1zation 10ss for oxygen 1s shown. The tota1 power is 

5.7 kW， which i自 17% of the 1ine radiat10n power. 

A.4 Conc1usion 

Radiat1ve coo1ing capabi11ties of three species of low-Z impurity， 

i.e. C， 0 and Ne have been shown in DIVA-sized tokamak. W1th the most 

probable diffusion model (neoc1assica1 diffusion superposed by anoma10us 

diffus10n for protons) of recyc11ng impurities 1n a tokamak p1asma， the 
rad1a1 density d1stributions of individua1 ionizat10n 1eve1s were ca1-

cu1ated and using the resu1ts， the 1ine radiation 10ss power was evaluated. 
Impur1ties recyc1ing from and to the wa11 dev1ate from the 1oca1 

corona1 equi1ibrium state， thereby yie1d a radiat10n power which 1s 1arger 

by a factor of about 20 than estimated from the corona1 equi11brium state 

1n the outer edge of the d1scharge. W1dth of th1s 1ntens1ve coo11ng 1ayer 

1s governed by the 10n1zation energy of 1ithium-11ke state of the 1mpur1ty， 

so that neon gives the 1argest 1ayer w1th the h1ghest radiation intensity. 
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